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Welcome to Profile 5
Profile 5 is a PC compatible Windows software designed to be used
with the Vericom VC4000 Performance Computer. Profile 5 is a
modern, user-friendly program so even beginning computer users can
utilize this powerful tool.
This help is designed both as a course in using Profile and as an
ongoing reference while you are working with the program.
Use the table of contents on the left and links within the topics to
navigate through various topics.
Help Version 1.8.0

Getting Started
Study the Introduction and Quick Start Tutorials sections to familiarize yourself with the
basics of the program.
Open some example tests and look at the information available.
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Introduction
The topics in this section provide some basic information about Profile 5, what it is for and
what you can do with it.

2.1

Getting help
There are a number of different sources of help. In addition to this help file you can also
access tutorials and Vericom Software support.
To get started, your main source of information should be this help file. We have designed it
to provide all the information you will need for using and learning Profile 5.
Before contacting support, please make sure that you really can't find the information you
need here or on the web site. Thanks!

Displaying the help
The quickest way to display the help is to press F1. If context-sensitive help is available
it will be displayed automatically.
Most dialogs have a Help button that displays relevant information.

Select the Help button in the upper right corner of the program.

Tutorials
Open this help and click on the Quick Start Tutorials
You can also find example tests in the Examples folder in the My Documents\Profile
directory.

Contacting Vericom Software support
Email support is available from the Vericom team at www.vericomcomputers.com/
Support_form.html.
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Getting a printed user manual
You can access the manual from the Profile 5 installation CD. You can also download a
formatted PDF version of the entire documentation designed for printing from our Profile
Support page at:
http://www.vericomcomputers.com/Support/Profile_Support.htm

2.2

About Profile 5
Profile 5 is a software program designed to be used with the Vericom line of VC4000
automotive testing computers. It will log your data into your personal computer and allow
you to view and analyze reports and all available sensors and calculations.
Using a VC4000 and Profile you can:

Organize and analyze data
Create Drag Factor Reports
Create Transit Reports
Create Delta-V Crash Reports
Create run reports and view and the average of many runs
Save data to disk
Evaluate numerous formulas
Graph any combination of X and 8 Y axes
Map the coordinates of the test using internet mapping tools
Make presentation quality Prints
Retrieve data from disk
Export data and reports to other applications
Compensate for Horsepower losses due to wind resistance, frictional drag and
aerodynamic drag
Correct Horsepower and Torque to sea level standards
Move a vertical line cursor along a graph to read instantaneous coordinates
Graph any segment of a curve
Compare data
Display the results of many runs in one window
Save and reopen a table of runs
Play back the run with real time analog meters
Import several hours of data in real time using Data Streaming

2.3

About Vericom
Vericom has been manufacturing brake testing computers since 1986. Our VC series
of on-board accelerometer computers are used by traffic accident investigation and
reconstructionists and have been used by other automotive experts around the world for
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25 years.
We manufacture and sell on board vehicle dynamometers and stationary reaction
timers. The VC4000 provides vehicle brake testing and acceleration or performance
testing to a variety of applications including Drag Racing, Traffic Accident Investigation,
Engineering, Bus Testing, and Rail Car Testing to name a few.
The VC4000 is an automotive Brake Meter, Performance Analyst, Dynamometer,
Transit Brake Meter, accelerometer and more all in one. The VC4000 measures GForce 100 times per second. The VC4000 accurately measures average G-Force and
precisely calculates speed, time and distance for any type of vehicle. With a sample rate
of 1 to 1000 Hertz, the VC4000 is incredibly accurate, within 1%. It is easy to operate,
completely portable, extremely accurate and very reliable.
The VC4000 is the most modern instrument available for traffic accident investigation
and reconstruction in the world. It is used by the experts at Northwestern University
Traffic Institute and at the University of Florida Institute of Police Technology and
Management (IPTM), and thousands of other experts.
It is also the most accurate and repeatable device for measuring vehicle performance
and improving driving skills. It has been used by magazines, television, individuals and
professionals since 1986 when it won the SEMA Best New Performance Product
award.
Our reaction timer software Response is revolutionary software giving occupational
therapists and others a way to test clients in the office before doing on the road tests.
The software can be used by anyone who needs to test perception and reaction time.
When the office testing is successful, the instructor can use our VC4000 mobile reaction
timer to test in a vehicle. See our web site for more information on the VC4000.
www.vericomcomputers.com
vericom@vericomcomputers.com
Vericom Computers, Inc.
14320 James Road, Suite 200
Rogers, MN 55374
ph: 763-428-1381
fax: 763-428-4856

2.4

How to buy Profile 5
You can buy Profile directly online worldwide with all major credit cards. As soon as your
transaction is completed you will be able to download and install the program and start
working right away.
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Direct order link and Vericom homepage:
Order link:
http://www.vericomcomputers.com/pricing.html#softwaretable
Vericom homepage:
http://www.vericomcomputers.com

2.5

The User Interface
The Profile 5 window is divided into two main areas: The Ribbon Toolbar and the Work Area.

The Ribbon Toolbar
Profile's functions are accessed primarily through the Ribbon Toolbar (or Ribbon for
short). It is divided into tabs that group functions according to tasks.
The Work Area
The work area is where you will spend most of your time bringing up runs, analyzing data,
making reports and looking at graphs. The Run data, display average and reports are
shown here, along with any dialog messages and settings dialogs.

2.5.1

Options
Profile 5 has many new options making it easier to use. One is the pinning function where the
list of information are visible or pinned to the left margin.
The drop down menu to the right of the quick access toolbar has a couple options. Minimize
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the Ribbon is for minimizing the toolbar so there is more workspace. Show below the
Ribbon is for moving the quick access toolbar below the ribbon, just above the workspace.
Double click a tab to minimize or show the ribbon bar. Sometimes you may accidentally
double click a tab and hide the ribbon bar, but not to fear, just double click again and it will
reappear.

Pinning the Data selections to the margin
Some of the tables have a list of checkboxes on the left of the table, one checkbox for each
column of data. It is minimized to the left margin until your mouse passes over it. Select the
checkboxes for the columns you want to show and unselect the others.
First mouseover the list to display it. To keep the checkbox list open, click on the "pin"
checkbox to pin the sensor list to the data window. The list will then be visible while you are
viewing the data. When it's unchecked it will only be displayed when you mouseover the list
in the left margin.

To "unpin" just uncheck the pin tool in the title bar.

2.5.2

The Work Area
This is the large area below the Ribbon. When you open runs you view and edit them in the
Editor.
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You will spend most of your time viewing runs, reports and graphs here.

The Run Window
This is the Run Window where you will spend most of your time. It shows the run info, data,
graphs, VC4000 Settings and maps. To load a run into the work area import from the
VC4000, from the SD card or Open from disk.

You can select various tabs to show detailed information. Depending on the type of run,
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Brake or Acceleration, different tabs will show. Also depending on which sensors were turned
on some tabs appear, such as if external sensors were turned on the Sensor Setup tab will
show, and if OBDII sensors were on the OBDII tab will show. If the data came from a
RFM4000 the runway friction tab will show.
Some dialogs and windows will change depending on the type of Vericom unit that is
connected to the computer. For instance a sensors tab will appear if connected to the
VC4000DAQ but will not show if connected to a VC4000PC. Runway friction tabs will appear
when connected to a RFM4000. Note that in most cases when this help file refers to the
VC4000 also refers to the RFM4000.

See Also:
Header
Data
Sensor Setup
VC4000 Settings
Graph
Map

2.5.3

Toolbars
This type of toolbar was first introduced by Microsoft in Office 2007, where it has radically
improved the usability of all Office programs. Instead of searching for functions in menus they
are all available directly.

The Ribbon Toolbar is context-sensitive, automatically displaying the functions relevant to
what you are doing at the moment. Functions that cannot be used in the current context are
grayed out.

The Application Menu and Quick Access Toolbar
These two controls at the top left of the Profile program window provide direct access to
the most frequently used functions.

The Application Button
Clicking the Application Button displays a menu of file functions for opening, closing,
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saving and printing your projects. This may be a button or a tab depending on the Ribbon
Style you choose.
The Quick Access Toolbar
This mini-toolbar is for direct access to your most frequently-used functions.

The Ribbon Toolbar
The Ribbon Toolbar or "Ribbon" for short is the main component of the toolbar. It is
divided into tabs where the tools used for different tasks and activities are grouped. The
tabs can be selected manually and they are also activated automatically depending on
what you are doing in the program.

Most of the tools are available directly in the "groups" within each tab – for example above
you can see the Home groups. Some groups and tools also provide access to dialogs
with additional options.

2.6

FAQ for upgraders
The user interface of Profile 5 is very different from that in version 4 and earlier. In addition to
this a number of changes have been made to the way the program works. The FAQs in this
chapter will help upgraders to find their way around in the new version.
Even if you are an experienced Profile user we recommend that you work through the
Introduction and Quick Start Tutorials chapters of the new help briefly before you start working
with the new version. This will help you to familiarize yourself with the new features.

See Also:
User Interface
Major Changes
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User Interface
The Profile 5 window is divided into two main areas: The Ribbon Toolbar and the Work Area.

The Ribbon Toolbar
Profile's functions are accessed primarily through the Ribbon Toolbar (or Ribbon for
short). It is divided into tabs that group functions according to tasks.
The Work Area
The work area is where you will spend most of your time bringing up runs, analyzing data,
making reports and looking at graphs. The Run data, display average and reports are
shown here, along with any dialog messages and settings dialogs.

2.6.2

Major Changes
What has changed, what's new, where can I find it?
User Interface

A whole new Interface is used in Profile 5 building on the successful Microsoft Office
2007 Toolbar, where it has radically improved the usability of all Office programs.
Instead of searching for functions in menus they are all available directly. See The
User Interface for more details.
The Run Window

An open run looks similar as Profile 4 with some exceptions. See The Run Window for
more information. Each column of data can be shown or hidden using the check
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boxes pinned to the left column. There is now a Graph tab which shows a basic, quick
graph of the Acceleration, Speed and Distance. Also new is a Map tab that shows if
GPS was used during the test. Click on the Map Run button and the map will zoom
into the start and end points of the test. See Mapping using GPS for more information.
Connection Manager

Now use a connection manager to connect and disconnect from your VC4000. By
default Profile 5 auto detects the port that the VC4000 is on so importing and changing
settings on the VC4000 can be done without opening the connection manager. See
Connection Manager for more information.
Importing

Importing through serial USB, RS232 or Bluetooth is similar as Profile 4, but now
getting data from the VC4000's SD flash memory card is easier. Just select the Import
SD Card Manager button and Profile 5 looks for the SD card and shows the runs
available, just like the Import serial manager. See Importing data for more information.
Dash Board

A new feature of Profile 5 is a quick look at all the sensors that are turned on in the
VC4000 using a Dash Board view. Click on Dash Board to view the internal
accelerometers, and add any gauge to show other sensors that are turned on, or
simply view the raw data coming from the sensors to confirm they are working
correctly. See Dash Board for more information.
Graph

When a graph is first opened it no longer asks for the axis before drawing it. Now it
opens a default graph and there is a tab called "Edit Series" which lets you add and
remove axes, then just click on the Graph tab to see the new graph. See Graphing for
more information.
Gauges

The new Gauges have a Setup tab similar to graph where you select the gauges after
the window opens, then click back to the Gauges tab to see them. See Gauges for
more information.
Reports

A new report for Profile 5 is the Drag Factor report. Using one or more test runs,
create a quick report showing the averages in a table, the graph and data table of the
run closest to the Run Selection Method, and the maps of the GPS coordinates if
chosen. This report and all reports can be printed directly or saved to several file
formats including Word, Excel, PDF and several image file formats. See Reports for
more information.
Formulas
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Formulas is completely new. The same formulas are available but presented in a
much more intuitive manner, and all the formulas can be expressed in a range table,
with any of the inputs available as the range values. See Formulas for more
information.
MS Office Exports

Profile 5 can now export runs directly to Microsoft Word and Excel using the MS Office
Ribbon bar. Reports can be saved as *.docx and *.xlsx file types using the save
feature in the report viewer. See Reports for more information.

©2014 Vericom Computers, Inc.
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Quick Start Tutorials
The tutorials in this section provide a quick introduction to using Profile 5. They are
intentionally kept brief so that you can start using the program as quickly as possible. The
objective is not to teach you every single detail but to familiarize you with the basic principles
and the way the program works.
For full details on the procedures described in the tutorials please refer to the Basic Working
Procedures section.
Once you get used to working in the program you will also find plenty of more useful help and
support in the More Advanced Procedures section.

3.1

Converting old runs
Data from the most recent versions of Profile 4 can be opened using Profile 5. Click Open
from the quick launch bar, open the .run file. Select Save from the application button to save
it as a Profile 5 run, or choose Save As... to enter a new file name.
When you close the run, Profile will ask if you want to convert it from Profile 4 to Profile 5
format. Follow the prompts.

See Also:
Saving Run data to Disk
Saving Runs and Reports

3.2

Importing Data
Importing can be done directly from the VC4000 or using the SD Card. Click on the VC4000
tab to show the importing groups.
To import from the VC4000 connect it to your computer with a USB cable, RS232 cable or
use BlueTooth. Click Import Serial Manager on the ribbon bar and a dialog box will show all
the data stored on the VC4000. See Basic Working Procedures - Importing From VC4000
for more details.
To import from an SD Card place the SD Card with data on it from the VC4000 into your
computers Card reader. Click Import SD Card Manager. See Basic Working Procedures Importing SD Card for more details.
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When the VC4000 is plugged into the USB port and turned on for the first time Windows will
detect new hardware. See USB Serial Port Installation.

The Connection Manager
Use the connection manager if you can't connect using import or VC4000 Setup. Default
COM port is Auto, but you may have to set it manually. For USB it is usually the highest one
listed if the VC4000 was the last device installed on your computer. Click the "Connect to
VC4000" button to check for connection.

Click the Disconnect VC4000 button if you are having trouble communicating with the VC4000
after it was unplugged from the computer then replugged, or it lost connection for any other
reason. Then click the Connect to VC4000 button again to connect.
If you have a successful connection the VC4000 will beep. If not you will get an error
message on your computer.
Once the VC4000 is connected, close the connection manager window.
Bluetooth connection
If you are using Bluetooth click the "Connect to VC4000 (Bluetooth)" button. The connection
manager will search through the Bluetooth ports and find the VC4000.
See Bluetooth Installation for more details on connection using Bluetooth.

See Also:
Serial Port Installation
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Mapping using GPS
When GPS is used during testing, the VC4000 stores the coordinates of the test. If only
GPS speed is on the beginning and ending coordinates of the test will be saved. If Location is
turned on the VC4000 will save the coordinates every sample period up to 10Hz (5Hz for
VC4000PC and RFM4000). When the data is transferred to Profile 5 and the run is open you
will see a tab on the run file called "Map". Click on the tab then click the "Map Run" button to
show a map of test. Several options are available in the map such as 3D, Road view, Aerial
view, Bird's eye view if available and zooming tools.

This map can be used in reports to prove the location the tests were performed at. If you
hover your mouse over the end push pins it will display the GPS coordinates of the start of the
run (SOR) and the end of the run (EOR). These coordinates can be used in other installed or
online mapping programs. The coordinates can also be copied from the navigation tab of the
Header.
When you select the Snap Shot 1 or Snap Shot 2 button those images will be added to the
Drag Factor Report, the Transit Report, the Delta-V Crash report or the Runway Friction
Report. The snap shot buttons are push buttons so if they are in the down position they turn
green and will be included in the Drag Factor report. To unselect a snap shot button just push
it again.

See Also:
Drag Factor Report

See Also:
The Run Window/Map
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Drag Factor report
With the Drag Factor report tool a detailed report can be quickly displayed a using 1 or more
tests. Click on the Reports tab then select an option from the Drag Factor group:

Selected Run - Use the currently selected run that is open to create a new table.
Open Run - Open a new run or runs from disc to create a new table. Use the Shift key or
Ctrl key to select more than one run from the open dialog.
Add Run - Add a run to the open table.
All Opened Runs - Use every run that is presently open.
A drag factor report will be generated for preview. This report can be printed or saved. Click
on the Print button to print directly to the printer, or click on the Page Setup button to adjust
margins, orientation, and other printer settings.

Click on the Save button to choose the format to save in.

Several formats are available to save as, including Word, Excel, PDF, HTML and image files.
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See Also:
Basic Working Procedures - Drag Factor Reports for more details.

3.5

Transit Report
Click on the Reports tab then select an option from the Transit group:

Selected Run - Use the currently selected run that is open to create a new report.
Open Run - Open a new run or runs from disc to create a new report. Use the Shift key or
Ctrl key to select more than one run from the open dialog.
Add Run - Add a run to the open report.
All Opened Runs - Use every run that is presently open to create a report.
A transit report will be generated for preview. If multiple tests are selected then each test is
on separate pages. This report can be Exported, printed or saved. Click on the Print button
to print directly to the printer, or click on the Page Setup button to adjust margins, orientation,
and other printer settings.

Click on the Save button to choose the format to save in.
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Several formats are available to save as, including Word, Excel, PDF, HTML and image files.

3.6

Air Brake Chamber Report
Click on the Reports tab then select an option from the Air Brake Chamber group:

Selected Run - Use the currently selected run that is open to create a new report.
Open Run - Open a new run or runs from disc to create a new report. Use the Shift key or
Ctrl key to select more than one run from the open dialog.
An Air Brake Chamber report will be generated for preview. If multiple tests are selected then
each test generates a separate report. This report can be Exported, printed or saved. Click
on the Print button to print directly to the printer, or click on the Page Setup button to adjust
margins, orientation, and other printer settings.

Click on the Save button to choose the format to save in.
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Several formats are available to save as, including Word, Excel, PDF, HTML and image files.

3.7

Delta-V Crash report
Works most efficiently when used with the Crash mode of the VC4000, although it can be
used with acceleration, monitor or brake mode.
The Delta-V Crash report tool is used for creating a report of a test crash using either the
VC4000 internal accelerometers or external ones. It will calculate the cumulative delta
velocity, average acceleration and distance given a beginning time and ending time of the
incident. Click on the Reports tab then select an option from the Delta-V Crash group:

Selected Run - Use the currently selected run that is open to create a new report.
Open Run - Open a new run from disc to create a new report.
A Delta-V Crash report will be generated for preview. This report can be printed or saved.
Click on the Print button to print directly to the printer, or click on the Page Setup button to
adjust margins, orientation, and other printer settings.
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Click on the Save button to choose the format to save in.

Several formats are available to save as, including Word, Excel, PDF, HTML and image files.

See Also:
Basic Working Procedures - Delta-V Crash Report for more details.

3.8

Cal Check Report
The VC4000 must be connected to use the Cal Check Report. It reads the data stored in the
VC4000 from the last time calibration was checked on it.
Detailed Steps
1. Connect VC4000 to computer
2. Click on the Reports Tab
3. Click on the 'CalCheck Report' button
4. Type in the Serial Number and Ambient Temperature
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If the VC4000 is connected it will display the calibration information, including the calibration
check date and X, Y and Z axis accelerometer calibration sensitivity.

See Also:
Basic Working Procedures - Cal Check Report for more details

3.9

Runway Friction Report
A runway friction report can be created when using the RFM4000 or RFM4000X model. It
shows an FAA approved summary of the runway tested and also details of each individual
test.
To create the report click on the Runway Friction Report button from the Home Ribbon tab
or from the Reports Ribbon tab then New Runs button from the Runway Friction group.
Select a folder with data in it, select one run and click on the "Open" button. It will
automatically select all runs in that folder.
Page 1 of the Report tab shows the summary of the tests. Page 2 shows the data from each
test.

Tabs
Report tab:
Shows the report with a summary page and a details page with each test listed. FN is the
Friction Number for the individual test.
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Runs tab:
Shows the individual tests that make up the report. To delete a run from the summary
tab, click the Runs tab and uncheck unwanted runs. It can be added back in at any time
by checking the run again.
Map tab:
Shows a Microsoft Bing map with markers of each test, if GPS is used. Click "Map Run"
to map it. Click one of the Snap Shot buttons to save the picture in the Report.

Buttons on the Report tab
ReCalc:
Recalculates the report if tests have been added or deleted, and will update the map snap
shot in the report if changes have been made to it.
Export to Word:
Will export the report directly to Microsoft Word. It will open Word and duplicate the report
to a document. If Word is already open, it will append the report to the open document.
PDF Report:
Exports the report to a PDF file located in the folder shown in the Options/PDF Reports
tab. It will be named "RFM_Report-runway number.PDF. For example a report for
runway 17 will be named RFM_Report-17.PDF. This way your web site can have links to
multiple runways.

Printing and Saving the Report
To print a report click on the printer button in the quick access toolbar or in the report. An
alternative way to save the report is to use the save feature in the report window.

Several formats are available to save as, including Word, Excel, PDF, HTML and image
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files.

3.10

Changing VC4000 Setup
All of the 87 settings in the VC4000 can be modified and viewed using Profile 5. Even some
that are not available from the VC4000 keypad are available through Profile 5. It's much
easier to set them here to visually check all the settings.
Click on the VC4000 ribbon tab to show the VC4000 groups. Click on the VC4000 Setup
button from the VC4000 Group.

The setup window will open and show all settings from the VC4000 if it is connected. Choose
a pre-configured setup from the list or change each setting individually.
Set Clock - Set the clock on the VC4000 to the same time as your PC.
Get Setup - Retrieve the settings from the VC4000, for example after making changes to the
setup window and you want to get back to the settings stored in the VC4000.
Send Setup - Send the updated setup to the VC4000.
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Send Named - Send the list of Named Setups shown in the drop down box to the
VC4000DAQ. Up to 6 custom setups can be created by clicking on the Add button. Click the
Remove button to delete the shown custom setup. Click the Save button to save the current
configuration to the selected name.

See Also:
Reference - VC4000 Setup for details on each setting.

3.11

How to Data Stream
Data Streaming is used for sending data directly from the VC4000 to Profile without saving in
the VC4000's internal flash memory first. It is useful for performing long tests without filling up
memory. Connect the VC4000 to the computer using USB or RS232. See the Connection
Manager. Bluetooth connection is not recommended since it can lose connection
unexpectedly and may not have a transfer rate high enough. Data streaming sample rates
available are: 1, 10, 100 and 500Hz. 1000Hz is not supported because of the quantity of data
being transmitted.
Basic steps:
1. Click on the VC4000 Ribbon.
2. Select Data Streaming from the Real Time group.
3. If not already connected, click on "VC4000 Connect" button.
4. Add extra meters to monitor if you wish. They will appear in individual windows.
5. To start saving data click the "Start" button.
6. Perform the testing.
7. When finished click the "Stop" button.

The tabs can be clicked without loss of data. Click on the tab you want to view during the
test.
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Run Control shows the run type, max record time, the current run time when saving,
where to save and the format.
Dashboard shows accelerometer gauges.
Header Defaults is where you set the vehicle, location, case number and notes of each
test.
After clicking Stop, the run will open to a window, or a "Save" dialog box will open prompting
you to type in a file name, depending on the options set in Run Save Options. You must give
it a file name and click "Save" to store the data on your hard drive. If you click "Cancel" in the
save dialog box the data will be lost.
To add a meter click on the "Add Gauge" button. To select which sensor to monitor click
"Select Sensor" tab. A list of sensors that are turned on in the VC4000 will show. Select the
sensor you want then click back to the Gauge tab.

See Also:
Basic Working Procedures - Data Streaming for more details.

3.12

Using the Dash Board
The Dash Board is a tool for checking the internal and external sensors. No data is saved in
this mode. Use Data Streaming to save data to disk while testing.
1. Select the VC4000 Ribbon toolbar tab
2. Click on Dash Board from the Real Time group
3. Click the VC4000 Connect button if it's not already connected
4. The dialog will show the three internal accelerometers and the acceleration summation

For checking sensor activity and making sure they are working and connected properly click
on the Sensors tab.
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To display other sensors that are turned on in the VC4000
1. Click Add Gauge
2. Click the Select Sensor tab and choose a sensor from the list
3. All sensors that are turned on in the VC4000 will show
4. The Select Sensor tab also shows all the sensors in digital format
5. Click back to the Gauge tab to display the gauge

See Also:
Basic Working Procedures - Dash Board for more details.
Data Streaming

3.13

Using Remote Control
Remote Control is used for controlling the VC4000 and RFM4000 without touching the unit
using a computer and Profile 5. It can used with a wired or wireless connection.
Uses for Remote Control
1. Crash Testing: control the VC4000 mounted in a trunk from a laptop using Bluetooth
connection
2. Use your mouse to push buttons instead of using the keypad
3. Control and monitor the VC4000 using a laptop while the VC4000 is mounted in a trunk or
outside the vehicle
4. Show the display on a large laptop screen
5. Demonstrate to a group the many uses of the VC4000 on a projector

Using Remote Control
1. Turn on VC4000
2. Click on the VC4000 Ribbon
3. Select Remote Control from the Real Time group
4. If not already connected, click on the "VC4000 Connect" button.
5. Check the "Auto Refresh" box to refresh the screen once per second
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6. Using your mouse, click on the keys as you would push keys on the VC4000
Limits of Remote Control
Screen update rate is 1Hz
Cannot hold key down to quickly scroll through a list
Power key is not functional

See Also:
Basic Working Procedures Remote Control for more details.
Dash Board
Data Streaming

3.14

Graphing
A simple graph can be displayed by clicking on the "Quick Graph" tab of a run. This is only a
quick view of the run, no data axes can be added to this graph.

This graph is also used in the Drag Factor reports.
To make a more detailed graph with cursors and the ability to add more sensors to the Y axis,
click on the Graph Ribbon tab, then select an option:
Selected Run - Use the currently selected run that is open to create a new graph.
Open Run - Open a new run or runs from disc to create a new graph. Use the Shift key or
Ctrl key to select more than one run from the open dialog.
Add Run - Add a run to the open graph.
All Runs - Use every run that is presently open.
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See Also:
Basic Working Procedures - Graphing for more details.

3.15

Showing Gauges
All data can be played back using Gauges. Up to 6 gauges can be viewed at once.
1) Click on the Run you want to view
2) Click on the Gauge tab from the Ribbon bar
3) Click on the Selected Run button
a) Alternately, Click on the New Run button to open a run from disk

To add gauges click on the Setup Tab. Select the gauges then click back to the Gauges tab.
Click on the Play button to replay the test
Click on stop button to stop and reset it
Click on the pause button to pause it
The playback speed can be adjusted using the slider
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See Also:
Basic Working Procedures - Gauges for more details.

3.16

Printing
Run data, display average, Drag Factor reports, calc average and quick stats can be printed
two ways. First make sure the window you want to print is active.
1. Click the quick print button on the quick access toolbar or use the Applications button/
Quick Print to print to the default printer.
2. Click Print Preview to generate a report, then print or save the report. See Creating
Reports for more details.

See Also:
Printing Runs and Reports

3.17

Saving Run data to Disk
There are several ways to save data to disk. It can be saved as a Profile 5 file or exported in
several other file formats.
From an open run:

1. After a test is imported or opened click on the Application tab or button.
2. Click Save if no file name has been entered yet, such as a new import to run window. It will
prompt you for a file name.
3. Click Save As... to copy an existing file to a new name or to a text or ASCII data file. See
Exporting for more information.
From the Import window:
1. Click on the VC4000 Ribbon bar tab
2. Click on Import Serial or Import SD Card
3. Check the runs to import
4. Click on the Import Options tab
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5. Select the Save Format(s) and options
6. Click the Import Runs button
See Importing Data
The only file types that Profile 5 can open are .run and .VC4 files.
*.run files are the native Profile 5 file types and the only file type that will retain all the
settings. It contains all the data from a run performed by the VC4000, and all the header
information such as the vehicle name, location, date, and notes.
*.VC4 files are raw data files found on the SD Card after the VC4000 saves to the SD Card.
Profile can only read .VC4 files, it cannot write to it. When you save a .VC4 file Profile will
save it as a .run file.

See Also:
Saving Runs and Reports
Importing Data
Runway Friction Meter Importing Data

3.18

Tools Available
Several tools are available to further analyze your data.

3.18.1 Solve Equations
A variety of formulas are expressed in Profile. These formulas can be used by accident
reconstructionists or other professionals . Click on the Tools tab from the Ribbon bar, then
click Formulas. Select a group by clicking on the + sign to expand the formulas within that
group. Type numbers into the value locations, then click the Calculate button.
Click the Print/Report button to view the report, then click the Print button to print the current
report to a printer.
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The report can also be exported to Microsoft Word or Excel by clicking on one of the Export
buttons.
Click on the checkbox next to the value you want to vary, such as f, in order to fill the range
inputs. Type in the starting value in the From field, the number of rows or number of
calculations in the Table Size field and the value to increment the chosen variable in the
Step Value field.

See Also:
Basic Working Procedures - Formulas for more details.

3.18.2 Show Quick Stats
Quick Stats shows the end data of the test that is active.
1. Click on the run you want to display
2. Click on the Tools Ribbon bar
3. Click on the Quick Stats button
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The window will show basic information about the test.
To display a calculated distance for a given speed (Adjusted Speed), select the speed from
the "Distance @" group. If "Choose" was selected, type in a speed and click the Calculate
button. The speed must be within 5 mph of the actual braking speed or it won't calculate. A
new column will appear showing the adjusted distance (Adj Dist) for the given speed.

See Also:
Display Average Report

3.18.3 Display average of 2 or more runs
Display average is used to show the average of several tests. Every column of data available
is averaged and displayed on the top line.

Click on the Average Ribbon tool tab.
Selected Run - Use the currently selected run that is open to create a new table.
Open Run - Open a new run or runs from disc to create a new table. Use the Shift key or
Ctrl key to select more than one run from the open dialog.
Add Run - Add a run to the open table.
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All Opened Runs - Use every run that is presently open.
Show Report - Displays a report after the runs are chosen and the data is configured how
you want it.
To see the average table without a run, uncheck the run and a line will cross out the data row
and the average will be calculated only using the checked runs. This way you can quickly see
the difference in the average when runs are removed or added.

Printing and Saving the table
There are two ways to print the data.

Quick Print - Prints directly to the selected printer.
Show Report (Print Preview) - Brings up a report style print preview, and has options to
save the table in several formats, including Word, Excel, PDF, and several image
formats. Click on the save button and select the format to save as. Use Page setup to
change the page settings, and Print to print it.

Exporting the Display Average Data
There are three ways to export the data.
1. With a Display Average window active, click on the MS Office tab and select "Display
Average" from the Excel export group or the Word export group.

2. Click on the Application button and select Save As... Save as a text (.txt) file or an
ASCII (.csv) file.
3. Click "Show Report" from the Average tab or Print Preview from the quick access bar
which opens the report viewer, then save the report to any of the available formats
listed.
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Removing a run from the table
Instead of having a line through the run data, the run may be removed from the table by
clicking on the Runs tab, then unchecking the run you want to remove. When you view
the table again the unchecked run will not show. Check the box again to add it back in.

Braking Stats Tab
On the Braking Stats tab are options to show more data. Make your selections here then
click back to the Display Average tab to show the data.

Custom Stats Tab
The Custom Stats Tab shows 10 more stats to be added to the average. First choose
your Interval such as time, speed or distance, then choose the start and end criteria, then
choose what to display on the table.
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See Also:
Basic Working Procedures - Display Average for more details.

3.18.4 Calculate Averages
Using Calc Averages you can select any part of the run and get an average. To get the
average G between any two points type in any time in the start and end time boxes. The end
time must be greater than the start time. The currently active run will be used for the
calculations. All available data, except time, speed and distance, will be averaged including all
sensors used for the run.

Data between any 2 points can also be averaged in graph. See Graphing for more
information.

See Also:
Display Average Report
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Basic Working Procedures
This section describes the most common basic tasks you will use when working with Profile.
It is designed as a "How-To" guide. You can use the table of contents as an index. Although
it is organized roughly in the order that you would perform the tasks you don't need to begin at
the beginning and work your way through. Every topic contains comprehensive links to
background information and other relevant subjects so you can just pick out the task you need
to perform and begin.
More information
Once you have learned the basics in this section see More Advanced Procedures to learn
what else you can do with Profile.
The "How-To" topics are intentionally kept as brief as possible. The focus is on how to do
what you need to do. More detailed background information on many subjects is provided
in the Reference section and in other areas.

See Also:
Introduction
The User Interface
Quick Start Tutorials

4.1

Importing Data
Importing can be done directly from the VC4000 or using the SD Card. Click on the VC4000
Ribbon bar tab to show the import group.

4.1.1

Importing From VC4000
To import from the VC4000 connect it to your computer with a USB cable, RS232 cable or
use Bluetooth. When the VC4000 is plugged into the USB port and turned on for the first time
Windows will detect new hardware. See USB Serial Port Installation. Click the VC4000 tab
on the ribbon bar, then click Import Serial Manager and a dialog box will show all the runs
stored on the VC4000.
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The basic sequence for importing is:
1. Click on the VC4000 Ribbon bar tab
2. Click on Import Serial Manager
3. Select the runs you want to import using the check boxes
4. Set the Import Options
5. Set the Import Folder
6. Set the Header Defaults
7. Click on the Import Runs button
8. The data will be saved to disk if chosen and/or opened to a Run Window if chosen
The Connection Status tab will show the status of the communication link with Profile. If it's
not linked, you may have to open the connection manager to set the correct port. See below.

Import Options
The Import Options tab has check boxes that let you choose which format to save the
data to disk in, and to open directly in the program for quick viewing.
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Import to Sub-Folder
None - Will import to folder listed on the Import Folder tab.
Date/Time - Will create a new sub-folder each time runs are saved to disk in the format
"VCRuns-date-time". Example: December 19, 2010 at 04 seconds after 2:43pm, the
folder would be named "VCRuns-121910-1443'04".
Case Number - Will create a new sub-folder with the name you type into the field
provided under "Case Number".

Import Folder
The Import Folder tab is where the folder is chosen to save the data. When the Import
Runs button is selected, Profile will save the data to this folder, in the format chosen on
the Import Options tab. Select the Change Folder button to pick a different folder. The
default folder is the same as the Default Data folder from Options General.

Header Defaults
The Header Defaults tab is used to edit the default text fields such as Vehicle name,
Location and Notes. All runs imported will have these text fields pre filled with these
default fields. If the Default Header fields from Program Options were filled in, the Header
Defaults in this VC4000 Import window will pre-fill in with that text.
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The Connection Manager
Use the connection manager if you can't connect using import or VC4000 Setup. Default
COM port is Auto, but you may have to set it manually. For USB it is usually the highest one
listed if the VC4000 was the last device installed on your computer. Click the "Connect to
VC4000" button to check for connection.

Click the Disconnect VC4000 button if you are having trouble communicating with the VC4000
after it was unplugged from the computer then replugged, or it lost connection for any other
reason. Then click the Connect to VC4000 button again to connect.
If you have a successful connection the VC4000 will beep. If not you will get an error
message on your computer.
Once the VC4000 is connected, close the connection manager window.
Bluetooth connection
If you are using Bluetooth click the "Connect to VC4000 (Bluetooth)" button. The connection
manager will search through the Bluetooth ports and find the VC4000.
See Bluetooth Installation for more details on connection using Bluetooth.

See Also:
Serial Port Installation

See Also:
Importing From SD Card
Listen For Export Manager
Connection Manager
Troubleshooting Import
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Serial Port Installation

4.1.2

Importing From SD Card
Importing from the SD Card is exactly like importing from the VC4000 using a serial
connection. See Importing From VC4000.

The basic sequence for importing is:
1. Place the SD Card with data on it from the VC4000 into your computers Card reader
2. Click on the VC4000 Ribbon bar tab
3. Click on Import SD Card
4. Select the runs you want to import using the check boxes
5. Set the Import Options
6. Set the Import Folder
7. Set the Header Defaults
8. Click on the Import Runs button
9. The data will be saved to disk if chosen and/or opened to a Run Window if chosen

See Also:
Importing From VC4000
Listen For Export Manager

4.1.3

Listen For Export Manager
This feature is intended for sending data wirelessly from the RFM4000 and VC4000 to Profile
while the computer is unattended, but can be used with a wired connection also.
To send data to the PC using the Listen for Export feature:
1.
2.
3.
4.

On the VC4000 tab click Listen for Export.
A connection will be established.
Press the Select Run key on the VC4000 keypad.
Select "Export Runs to PC".

Profile will:
Create a new folder each time "Export Runs to PC" is used if Import to Sub-Folder Date/
Time is chosen. See Importing From VC4000 for details.
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Import the data into the newly created folder.
Create a report with the new data.

If "None" is chosen for the Sub-Folder Profile will ask to overwrite the runs already on disk.
The data will be transferred to Profile where it will save the test runs in a folder inside the
Import Folder and name it with the current date and time. For example if the folder were
created on December 19, 2014 at 04 seconds after 2:43pm, the folder would be named
"VCRuns-121914-1443'04".

See Also:
Importing From VC4000
Importing From SD Card

4.2

The Run Window
This is the Run Window where you will spend most of your time. It shows the run info, data,
graphs, VC4000 Settings and maps. To load a run into the work area import from the
VC4000, from the SD card or Open from disk.
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You can select various tabs to show detailed information. Depending on the type of run,
Brake or Acceleration, different tabs will show. Also depending on which sensors were turned
on some tabs appear, such as if external sensors were turned on the Sensor Setup tab will
show, and if OBDII sensors were on the OBDII tab will show. If the data came from a
RFM4000 the runway friction tab will show.
Some dialogs and windows will change depending on the type of Vericom unit that is
connected to the computer. For instance a sensors tab will appear if connected to the
VC4000DAQ but will not show if connected to a VC4000PC. Runway friction tabs will appear
when connected to a RFM4000. Note that in most cases when this help file refers to the
VC4000 also refers to the RFM4000.

See Also:
Header
Data
Sensor Setup
VC4000 Settings
Graph
Map

4.2.1

Header
The header shows informational fields about the test such as Vehicle name, location and
date. These fields are pre-filled from the Import Default Header if text was entered there. All
these fields are editable except for Run Length. Different tabs will show depending on the
type to test.
The Vehicle number is imported from the VC4000 and placed in the Vehicle field. It will be
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blank if the vehicle number was 0. The run number stored in the VC4000 will be imported,
and the Date and Time that the run was performed will be imported from the VC4000.
Tabs
Notes - Shows basic information and displays this tab on all tests
Navigation - Shows GPS and compass information and only if GPS or Compass were
turned on during the test
Specs - Shows environmental information on acceleration, monitor and Crash mode tests

Navigation tab
The navigation tab shows on all types of tests if the GPS was used during the test.

GPS Latitude and Longitude - Shows GPS coordinates at the start and end of the
test.
GPS Speed - Shows GPS speed at the start and end of the test.
Compass - Shows compass readings of the start and end of the test. The coordinates
can be copied and pasted into other GPS programs and web sites. Use the GPS data
to locate your position geographically. Copy the numbers and paste them into a
mapping program to get position.

Specs tab
The specs tab shows the environmental conditions of when the test was performed.
These must be filled in manually.
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See Header under the Table of Contents to the left for a description of each field.
4.2.1.1

Weight

The weight is for Horsepower and Torque calculations only. It should include vehicle and
passenger weight. Weight is uploaded from the VC4000 when the run is transferred to
Profile. It can be changed at any time and Profile will recalculate HP and Torque.
This weight is also used in Drag coefficient and Flat Plate area calculations.
4.2.1.2

Drag coefficient

Frictional Drag due to tires, drive train and brakes, also known as rolling friction, can be
calculated using Profile. Profile uses Drag, FlatPlate Area, Wind, Altitude, and Temperature
to correct for Horsepower and Torque losses due to wind resistance.
This drag is only a portion of the frictional drag on a vehicle under acceleration because under
acceleration the friction between the gears and joints increase. The drag calculation also
does not include transmission losses. To get engine Horsepower a number must be typed in
to % HP Loss header variable.

See Also:
Drag coefficient calculations
4.2.1.3

Flatplate Area

Flatplate area is the aerodynamic drag area (also known as CdA) of an object and can be
calculated by Profile. It is the Frontal area multiplied by the drag coefficient. In the case of a
vehicle it includes the frontal area with the curvature of the body parts plus the drag under the
car. Flatplate area is NOT the same as frontal area. Frontal area does not take into account
the angle of the windshield, hood, curves of the fenders, etc., nor does it take into account the
area under the car affected by wind. Flatplate area includes all sources of aerodynamic drag.
If a car has a frontal area of 20 square feet, then the flatplate area would probably be about
15 square feet.
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Flatplate area is used by profile to compensate for Horsepower and Torque losses due to
wind resistance. You may notice that at higher speeds, say over 70 mph, that HP seems to
decrease even though the RPM is climbing. This is due to the fact that it takes some HP to
overcome wind resistance. Eventually wind resistance is so great that it takes all the HP
available just to maintain a constant speed. The VC4000 would calculate 0 HP since there is
0 G at a constant speed. Since the VC4000 calculates HP and Torque from G-force, wind
resistance losses are not measured at a constant speed.
Once you find the flatplate area of a vehicle the number does not need to be changed unless
you make aerodynamic changes to the vehicle. After compensating with flatplate area you
should have chassis HP and Torque. To get engine HP and Torque you would need to type a
value into % HP Loss variable.
To see the difference it makes, save the run before and after the flatplate correction, using
different file names, and graph the Horsepower of the two runs. Notice how the uncorrected
HP starts to decrease as speed increases but the corrected one remains more constant or
increases with increased speed.
When graphing horsepower and corrected horsepower use the same scale for each or the
lines will overlap. If you don't change the scales the curves will be the same but on different
scales. Then click the radio button next to the Horsepower or the HP SeaLevel buttons to
change the scaling of the curve.

See Also:
Flatplate area calculations
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Wind Speed

Wind Speed in mph for Imperial and kph for metric.
Use + for a headwind and - for a tailwind. Wind only affects HP and Torque numbers if
flatplate is greater than 0.
4.2.1.4.1 Humidity

Relative Humidity is the ratio of the amount of water vapor in the air at a specific
temperature compared to the maximum amount that the air could hold at that temperature,
expressed as a percentage.
For Profile to accurately calculate the sea level standard HP and Torque it needs to know the
correct Relative Humidity on the day of testing. The humidity variable affects Horsepower at
sea level (HP SL) and Torque only.
Type a number representing the percentage humidity into the humidity variable location in the
header for the current run. You can find the correct humidity with a store bought meter, from
a weather site on the Internet or from the national weather service.
4.2.1.5

Temperature

Air temperature at the time the test was performed. It is used in HP, Torque and flatplate
calculations. Use Fahrenheit for Imperial and Celsius for metric.
4.2.1.6

HP Loss

Horsepower losses are due to the power it takes to accelerate the inertia of the rotating
masses (crankshaft, flywheel, transmission gears, tires, etc.) and due to frictional losses.
Some of the frictional losses are accounted for using Drag but since power is not applied
when this measurement is taken the extra friction under a load is not measured.
After all variables are entered you should have HP values for a standard day at sea level, and
after the % HP Loss variable is entered you should have HP values that represent what an
engine dyno would give. Generally % HP loss will be 8% to 20%. It varies depending on
vehicle, transmission type and the amount of friction in the system.
The best representation of maximum HP is in top gear because of the gear reduction HP
losses in the lower gears.
The % HP Loss field in the header affects Horsepower, Corrected Horsepower and Torque
calculations only.
4.2.1.7

Smooth HP

The Smooth HP factor is used in Horsepower and Torque calculations only. It is for making
the graph appear more uniform. Small changes in G force become amplified when
multiplied to get HP. This makes the graph look erratic. A smooth factor of 10 or 20 usually
looks the best. The smooth factor averages the horsepower and torque by the number used.
A smooth factor of 50 uses 50 samples before and 50 samples after the current sample and
divides by 101 to get the average value for the current sample.
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Barometric Pressure

Barometric pressure is atmospheric pressure, the force exerted on a surface by the weight
of the atmosphere, corrected to sea level. The more pressure available the easier an engine
can pull the air in. The variable barometric pressure in Profile is used only to calculate Station
Pressure. Barometric pressure is the value given by weather stations or most other sources
of weather. It includes Station Pressure and correction for altitude and is referred to as
corrected pressure. Profile uses Station Pressure for its calculations, not Barometric
Pressure.

See Also:
Station Pressure

See Also:
Station Pressure
4.2.1.9

Station Pressure

Station Pressure is the Absolute Pressure. Absolute pressure is the pressure at the altitude
you are at. Using barometric pressure and altitude Profile can calculate Station pressure.
Most gauges and the weather stations give barometric pressure. Station pressure is used in
Profile to correct HP and Torque to sea level values.

See Also:
Barometric Pressure

See Also:
Barometric Pressure
4.2.1.10 Altitude

The Altitude header variable is used in compensating HP and Torque for wind resistance, and
for calculating Station Pressure if Barometric Pressure is known. If flatplate area is 0 then
Altitude has no effect on uncorrected HP. At higher altitudes pressure is less therefore less
air molecules to affect the flatplate of the vehicle. This number should be actual Altitude
from sea level, not adjusted altitude. Profile calculates adjusted altitude internally to
compensate for barometric pressure, humidity and temperature effects.

4.2.2

Data tab
Select the Data tab at the top of the run page and all data available for the run will be
displayed. Brake runs will have only Time, Longitudinal G (Gx), Lateral G (Gy), Vertical G
(Gz), Speed and Distance, and any sensors that were turned on. In an acceleration run HP at
Sea Level is also shown. If the tachometer was used then RPM, Torque and Gear ratio will
also be shown. If extra sensors were used, the sensors with the names and units you gave
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them will also be shown.
Displayed Acceleration nomenclature:
Gx, Gy and Gz: G summation turned off
Accel, Gz: 2D (X+Y) summation turned on
Accel: 3D (X+Y+Z) summation turned on

Columns can be turned on or off using the check boxes on the left of the window. Hover your
mouse over the checkboxes to display the list.

Pinning the Data selections to the margin
Some of the tables have a list of checkboxes on the left of the table, one checkbox for each
column of data. It is minimized to the left margin until your mouse passes over it. Select the
checkboxes for the columns you want to show and unselect the others.
First mouseover the list to display it. To keep the checkbox list open, click on the "pin"
checkbox to pin the sensor list to the data window. The list will then be visible while you are
viewing the data. When it's unchecked it will only be displayed when you mouseover the list
in the left margin.
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To "unpin" just uncheck the pin tool in the title bar.

Data Definitions
Acceleration: Acceleration if summation is on, 2D or 3D
Gx: Longitudinal Acceleration
Gy: Lateral Acceleration. Only shows when summation is off
Gz: Vertical Acceleration. Only shows when summation is 2D or off
Speed: Speed calculated from acceleration (first integration)
Distance: Distance calculated from the Speed above (second integration)
HPSL: Horsepower corrected to sea level standards, at wheels or engine depending if
HP Loss is entered.
Torque: Torque calculated from HPSL
Gear: Gear ratio using engine revolutions per foot or meter traveled
RPMx: RPM1 - RPM4, Revolutions per minute. RPM1 is assumed engine RPM
Analog Sensors: Any Analog sensors that were turned on
Gyro-Yaw: Yaw rate gyro built into the VC4000DAQ model
Gyro-Yaw Rot: Yaw Rotation in degrees calculated from the yaw rate gyro
Gyro-Pitch: Pitch rate gyro built into the VC4000DAQ model
Gyro-Pitch Rot: Pitch Rotation in degrees calculated from the pitch rate gyro
Compass: Compass heading in degrees using the internal compass built into the
VC4000DAQ
GPS Speed: Speed from GPS
GPS Dist: Distance calculated from GPS speed or coordinates (Braking and
Acceleration tests use GPS speed, Monitor tests use GPS coordinates). Use GPS
Speed Smoothing for more accurate results
GPS D-Lat: Delta Lateral GPS coordinates in feet or meters, change from coordinates
where run started
GPS D-Long: Delta Longitudinal GPS coordinates in feet or meters, change from
coordinates where run started
GPS Alt: GPS Altitude
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GPS Lat: Actual GPS Latitude coordinates in decimal form
GPS Long: Actual GPS Longitudinal coordinates in decimal form
OBDII Speed: Speed from vehicle's OBDII computer
OBDII Dist: Distance calculated from OBDII speed
Other OBDII Sensors: Any that were turned on during the test

4.2.3

Sensor Setup
Up to 12 analog sensors can be added directly to the VC4000DAQ through two ports and
using two 6 input junction boxes. Sensors must have a 12V input and must have an output
range within 0 to 5V.
This sensor setup window lets you give each sensor a unique name and units, set the scaling
for each sensor and set the smoothing for each sensor. Scaling is set using the Units Range
High and Low, and the Input Volts High and Low. If you bought a sensor from Vericom, it may
be in the predefined Sensor List shown by clicking the button next to the sensor number. See
below about predefined sensors. Other sensors must be set up according to its voltage
range and units range which is usually specified on the sensor or on a data sheet that
accompanied the sensor.
Smoothing is used to average out the noise of a sensor. Accelerometers, gyros and other
sensors can have noise from vibration and other sources. Also, all Analog to Digital (A/D)
converters have some errors and smoothing the values eliminates most of the noise from the
sensors. Smooth values can be from 0 to 99. The higher the number the more smoothing
will be done. 0 is no smoothing. Generally smoothing values of 9 or less is adequate.
The Sensor Setup tab will only appear if one or more external sensors in the VC4000DAQ
was turned on.
If the sensors were defined in the VC4000 Setup and sent to the VC4000 will not have to
change the settings here. If not, use Options Header Defaults to set the default sensors for
all subsequent imported runs.
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Predefined Sensor list
Click on the button next to the sensor number for a list of predefined sensors. This list
cannot be modified. Select a sensor from the drop down menu. Click OK and it will fill in
the Name, Input volts, Range and Units into that sensor. This list is sent to the VC4000
when the 'Send Named' button is used.

After the values are filled in they may be modified manually. For instance if a sensor has
similar values as a predefined one, but slightly different.

See Also:
Options Header Defaults
Sensor Scaling

4.2.4

OBDII Setup
Select the OBDII tab at the top of the run page and the OBDII sensors will be displayed. Only
OBDII sensors that were turned on during the test will display.
Smooth number: Since OBDII has a relatively slow update rate, it usually looks like a
staircase pattern. To compensate for this, each OBDII parameter can be smoothed by typing
a number into the Smooth box next to each sensor. Numbers from 0 to 99 are allowed.
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OBDII Speed Calibration is for converting the OBDII reported speed to actual speed. See
OBDII Speed Calibration
OBDII Vehicle Speed is calculated by smoothing the data from the OBDII vehicle speed and
by multiplying by the Speed Calibration Ratio.

See Also:
VC4000 Setup OBDII

4.2.5

VC4000 Settings
The settings show how the VC4000 was setup for each run. This tab is mostly for
reference, but some values may be changed. Suspension Settle time, Pitch and Roll Factor
and Smoothing factors may be changed to finely adjust the data.
The original values are not editable. They are the values the VC4000 had when the run was
performed. The Trigger box shows how the VC4000 started, with a G Force threshold,
external switch, countdown mode or one of the sensors. If a sensor started the run, it will
display the sensor number and the voltage that triggered it. If the sensor was set to trigger
when the voltage was less than the threshold voltage, then the "Less Than" check box would
be checked. If it was set to trigger when the voltage was greater than the threshold, then the
check box would not be checked.
G Summation - Changing it will change the Gx value and therefore will change the calculated
values for average acceleration, speed and distance. If the test were performed with G
summation set to the wrong setting, it can be corrected here.
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Brake runs only show the necessary information for brake runs, no rollout distance.
Acceleration and monitor runs show only the necessary information for acceleration runs, no
settle time.
Tab 2
Gyro and Compass smoothing and GPS smoothing on the second tab of VC4000 Settings
can be changed:
Gyro and Compass smoothing - Smooth the noise that is commonly associated with these
sensors.
GPS Speed Smooth - Intelligently interpolates GPS speed based on the 5Hz or 10Hz data.
GPS distance is calculated from GPS speed, therefore when the GPS speed is smoothed the
GPS calculated distance is more accurate.
Other settings on the second tab are not editable, only showing how the VC4000 was set
during that test.
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The sensors that were turned on will have a check mark. If it was set to calibrate the sensor,
that check box will be checked.
If VC4000DAQ sensors were turned on, Alternate Accelerometer group is shown. Used for
crash testing, pick external accelerometers as the main accelerometers bypassing the
internal ones. Now Gx, Gy and Gz will be same data as the external accelerometers. When
these are used ALL data and calculations are based from the external accelerometers
instead of the internal ones. See Delta-V Crash report

Settings that can be changed on the VC4000 Settings tab:
Pitch, Roll and Gz factor
G smoothing factors
Settle time (brake mode only)
G Summation
Gyro and Compass smoothing
GPS smoothing
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G Smoothing

Smoothing is used to eliminate some of the vibration associated with vehicle testing.
Smooth factors from 0 to 99 may be entered. The smooth factors affect the VC4000
calculations very little. The G data sent to Profile is the raw data before smoothing and
Profile uses the VC4000's smooth factor by default, but can be changed for more or less
smoothing effect. See VC4000 Settings to change the smooth factor.
When G summation of X+Y or X+Y+Z is used, change the summation smooth factors to the
same value.
The green line is a smooth factor of 3 and the blue line has no smoothing.

4.2.5.2

Pitch and Roll Factors

The Pitch and Roll factors are used to compensate for the component of gravity introduced
when the vehicle pitches front to back or rolls side to side. They are numbers that Profile
multiplies with G. By typing in 0.970 Profile will multiply every G value 0.970. By changing the
Pitch factor; G, distance, speed, horsepower and torque are affected. By changing the Roll
factor only Lateral G is affected. The VC4000 Pitch factor and Roll factor are passed to
Profile so the data will match. The VC4000DAQ and RFM4000X have a built in pitch rate gyro
and can measure the pitch and compensate automatically.
VC4000DAQ and RFM4000X:
Generally Pitch factor should be "Auto" and Roll factor should be 1 (0.970). The VC4000DAQ
and RFM4000X uses its internal pitch rate gyro to measure vehicle pitch and automatically
adjust the pitch factor. See the VC4000DAQ manual for instructions on using the Pitch rate
gyro to measure vehicle pitch. All VC4000DAQ and RFM4000X sold since 12/1/2010 have
firmware 2.00 or higher and include the pitch rate gyro.
VC4000PC and RFM4000:
Generally Pitch and Roll factor should be 1 (0.970) for most vehicles. The Pitch factor may
need to be adjusted if vehicle is an experimental or a non highway vehicle such as rail cars or
boats or for low friction surfaces like ice when the average G is less than 0.250 G. For
example when brake testing on ice the Pitch factor in the VC4000 should be set to 0 (multiply
by 1.000), not the default 1 (multiply by 0.970). This is because the suspension tilt is
minimum if any. Also for vehicles with a short wheel base and long suspension travel, such
as short SUV's, may need a more aggressive pitch factor applied.
Typical values:
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Auto - VC4000DAQ and RFM4000X only - Automatically adjust pitch factor using pitch rate
gyro
1.000 - Vehicles with no suspension and no pitch or low acceleration tests such as on ice
0.985 - Sports cars with tight suspension and little pitch
0.970 - Typical small, mid and full size cars and trucks
0.960 - Short wheelbase SUV's with long suspension
<0.960 - experimental vehicles or watercraft with much pitch
4.2.5.3

Suspension Settle time

Suspension Settle time is calculated in the VC4000. It is the time it takes for the suspension
to unload after the vehicle stops. It looks for changes in the curve and intelligently
calculates where the vehicle actually stopped. Sometimes it is impossible to calculate the
suspension settle time and therefore the VC4000 will use a default of 0.20 seconds. Also
sometimes it will miscalculate the settle time because of an abnormal curve. Look at the
graph to determine if the settle time is close if you question it. If it looks wrong, click on the
VC4000 Settings tab for the run and change it to where you think it should be. Look for where
the curve changes to a steep angle.
Average G is affected very little or not at all, speed is affected a little and distance is affected
the most by changes in suspension settle time.

4.2.6

Quick Graph
A quick graph of Acceleration, Speed and Distance will display on the Graph tab window.
Only the scaling and the checkboxes can be changed on the graph. Click on the small line in
the legend to change the Y scaling. The graph can be zoomed by click and dragging the
mouse from upper left to lower right. To reset back to original click and drag from lower right
to upper left.
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See Also:
Graphing

4.2.7

Map
When GPS is used during testing, the VC4000 stores the coordinates of the test. If only
GPS speed is on the beginning and ending coordinates of the test will be saved. If Location is
turned on the VC4000 will save the coordinates every sample period up to 10Hz (5Hz for
VC4000PC and RFM4000). When the data is transferred to Profile 5 and the run is open you
will see a tab on the run file called "Map". Click on the tab then click the "Map Run" button to
show a map of test. Several options are available in the map such as 3D, Road view, Aerial
view, Bird's eye view if available and zooming tools.

This map can be used in reports to prove the location the tests were performed at. If you
hover your mouse over the end push pins it will display the GPS coordinates of the start of the
run (SOR) and the end of the run (EOR). These coordinates can be used in other installed or
online mapping programs. The coordinates can also be copied from the navigation tab of the
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Header.
When you select the Snap Shot 1 or Snap Shot 2 button those images will be added to the
Drag Factor Report, the Transit Report, the Delta-V Crash report or the Runway Friction
Report. The snap shot buttons are push buttons so if they are in the down position they turn
green and will be included in the Drag Factor report. To unselect a snap shot button just push
it again.

See Also:
Drag Factor Report

4.2.8

Airport Info
This tab only appears when a RFM4000 or RFM4000X is used.
The Run window is one of the individual tests that make up the report. A run (test) can be
opened by clicking on the Open folder on the quick access toolbar or from the application
button on the upper left of the program. It is the same run window as all Vericom products
except it adds a Airport Info tab. See The Run Window for details. When the RFM4000 is
used an extra tab is shown called the "Airport Info" tab
Airport Info tab

This tab shows details of the airport, operator and runway of the individual run. The friction
number is the friction from that single test. The RFM Mode shows which mode the RFM4000
was in, Average or Peak, during the test.

4.3

Reports
7 reports can be generated using Profile. These reports can be printed, saved and used in
other programs for your documentation and presentations. See each report for details.

4.3.1

Drag Factor Report
With the Drag Factor report tool a detailed report can be quickly displayed a using 1 or more
tests. Click on the Reports tab then select an option from the Drag Factor group:
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Selected Run - Use the currently selected run that is open to create a new table.
Open Run - Open a new run or runs from disc to create a new table. Use the Shift key or
Ctrl key to select more than one run from the open dialog.
Add Run - Add a run to the open table.
All Opened Runs - Use every run that is presently open.
A drag factor report will be generated for preview. This report can be printed or saved. Click
on the Print button to print directly to the printer, or click on the Page Setup button to adjust
margins, orientation, and other printer settings.

Click on the Save button to choose the format to save in.

Several formats are available to save as, including Word, Excel, PDF, HTML and image files.
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Run Selection Method
The Run Selection option buttons are for choosing which run will display in the table,
graph and map. That run's drag factor will also be used when clicking on the Formula
button, unless Average is used, in which case the combined run average will be used for
drag factor. It will open the Formula tool to the Minimum Speed with Braking formula and
pre-fill drag factor (f) with the value as listed below.
Lessor - Chooses the Run with the lowest average G.
Average - Chooses the Run with the closest average G to the combined average G
shown at the bottom of the average table.
Range 85 - Chooses 0.850 as the drag factor and picks the run with the closest
average G to 0.850 G. Sends 0.850 as "f" if the Formula button is used. This is the
typical drag factor of a standard passenger vehicle with ABS on a clean, dry asphalt
surface.
Range 75 - Chooses 0.750 as the drag factor and picks the run with the closest
average G to 0.750 G. Sends 0.750 as "f" if the Formula button is used. This is the
typical drag factor of a standard passenger vehicle with non-ABS on a clean, dry asphalt
surface.
Choose - Chooses the run closest to the drag factor typed in by the user. Sends the
typed in value as "f" if the Formula button is used.

Update Map
Click the Update Map button to select the last run used in the report. GPS must have been on
for the run to map the scene. It will open that run so a map snapshot can be made.
1. Click the Update Map button
2. Click the Map Run button on the map tab of the run that opens
3. Set the view using Bird's eye if available, or Aerial or road, zoom, scroll or rotate to the
desired view
4. Click on the Snap Shot 1 and/or Snap Shot 2 buttons
5. View the report window again by clicking on it or use the Home ribbon then "Switch To
Window" drop down menu
6. Click on the ReCalc button to update the map

Use drag factor in Formulas
Click the Formula button to send the chosen drag factor to the Formulas tool. Formulas
will open to the Minimum Speed with Braking formula and pre-fill drag factor (f) with the
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value listed as Drag Factor below the Average Table.

Now just type in a distance and click calculate to see the Range table, which was pre filled
with values from the drag factor report.
See Formulas for more details

Export to Word
Profile will export the report directly to Microsoft Word when the "Export to Word" button is
used. It will open Word and duplicate the report to a document. If Word is already open, it will
append the report to the open document.

ReCalc button
When changes are made to the map snap shot, the ReCalc button must be pushed to
refresh the changes. The "Reflow" button next to the print button on the form will do the same
thing.

See Also:
Display Average Report

4.3.2

Transit Report
Click on the Reports tab then select an option from the Transit group:

Selected Run - Use the currently selected run that is open to create a new report.
Open Run - Open a new run or runs from disc to create a new report. Use the Shift key or
Ctrl key to select more than one run from the open dialog.
Add Run - Add a run to the open report.
All Opened Runs - Use every run that is presently open to create a report.
A transit report will be generated for preview. If multiple tests are selected then each test is
on separate pages. This report can be Exported, printed or saved. Click on the Print button
to print directly to the printer, or click on the Page Setup button to adjust margins, orientation,
and other printer settings.
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Click on the Save button to choose the format to save in.

Several formats are available to save as, including Word, Excel, PDF, HTML and image files.

General step by step process:
1. Import and save run data to a folder on your computers hard drive
2. Click the "Reports" tab at the top of the program
3. Click "New Run" in the Transit group
4. Select the run or runs you want in the report
5. If not using 20mph for adjusted distance speed, select your speed then click ReCalc
6. Optional - Click "Update Map" if GPS was used to show the location of the test and attach it
to the report. See Map
7. Optional - Click "Export to Word" button to export to Microsoft Word

Distance @ selection
To display a calculated distance for a given speed. Since testing can not usually be done
at an exact speed but you want to know what the distance would have been IF you were
going exactly a certain speed, it can be calculated using the data from the test. For
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example to calculate the distance for exactly 20mph select the button next to 20 MPH.
The actual test must be within 5mph of the target speed for the data to show.
10 MPH - Calculated distance for exactly 10mph, usually used in emergency brake
testing
20 MPH - Calculated distance for exactly 20mph
60 MPH - Calculated distance for exactly 60mph
Choose - Select any speed by typing a number into the field

Click the ReCalc button after changes are made to recalculate the data.

Update Map
Click the Update Map button to select the last run used in the report. GPS must have been on
for the run to map the scene. It will open that run so a map snapshot can be made.
1. Click the Update Map button
2. Click the Map Run button on the map tab of the run that opens
3. Set the view using Bird's eye if available, or Aerial or road, zoom, scroll or rotate to the
desired view
4. Click on the Snap Shot 1 and/or Snap Shot 2 buttons
5. View the report window again by clicking on it or use the Home ribbon then "Switch To
Window" drop down menu
6. Click on the ReCalc button to update the map

Export to Word
Profile will export the report directly to Microsoft Word when the "Export to Word" button is
used. It will open Word and duplicate the report to a document. If Word is already open, it will
append the report to the open document.

ReCalc button
When changes are made to the map snap shot, the ReCalc button must be pushed to
refresh the changes. The "Reflow" button next to the print button on the form will do the same
thing.
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Runs tab
Click on the Runs tab to unselect runs from the report

4.3.3

Delta-V Crash report
Works most efficiently when used with the Crash mode of the VC4000, although it can be
used with acceleration, monitor or brake mode.
The Delta-V Crash report tool is used for creating a report of a test crash using either the
VC4000 internal accelerometers or external ones. It will calculate the cumulative delta
velocity, average acceleration and distance given a beginning time and ending time of the
incident. Click on the Reports tab then select an option from the Delta-V Crash group:

Selected Run - Use the currently selected run that is open to create a new report.
Open Run - Open a new run from disc to create a new report.
A Delta-V Crash report will be generated for preview. This report can be printed or saved.
Click on the Print button to print directly to the printer, or click on the Page Setup button to
adjust margins, orientation, and other printer settings.

Click on the Save button to choose the format to save in.
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Several formats are available to save as, including Word, Excel, PDF, HTML and image files.

General step by step process:
1. Open a run from a crash test
2. Set Pitch, Roll and Gz factors to 0 and G Summation to X only:
a) Click on the VC4000 Settings tab
b) Set Pitch, Roll and Gz factors to 0
c) Click on the ...2... tab
d) Select X for G Summation
3. If external accelerometers were used, select the alternate accelerometers to use for the
report (see VC4000 Settings):
a) On the VC4000 Settings/...2... tab:
b) Select the alternate external accelerometers to use for X and optionally Y and Z

c) Set the summation to X in most cases, unless it was a corner impact, then use
summation X + Y
d) For target vehicles and side impacts mount accelerometer so X axis is lateral. If Y was
mounted as lateral use the external Y for the alternate X axis accelerometer
4. Click on the Reports tab from the Ribbon toolbar
5. Click on "Selected Run" from the Delta-V Crash group
6. Choose the segment of the test to use for the calculations, usually not more than 0.200
seconds (See Run Segment Times below)
7. Click the Calculate button. The report is generated
8. Adjust times manually if desired, add notes to the Vehicle Description tab, then click
Calculate again to update the report
9. Optional - Click Update map if GPS was used to show the location of the test and attach it
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to the report. See Map

Run Segment Times
The Run Segment times are for choosing the beginning of the crash and the end of the
crash time. There are 3 ways of finding the crash area:
1. If you already know the times double click in the fields and type them in.
2. Use the Find it button to have the program search through the data for the max
Delta-V of the time span shown (default 0.100). WARNING: It may take a long time,
especially on long runs at 1000Hz.
3. Use Graph average cursors.
a) Click on the Graph button in the report
b) Select the Edit Series tab and clear everything except Gx and optionally Gy, then
select the Graph tab
c) Set the green and red cursors close to the crash period, then zoom into the crash
area
d) Set the green cursor to where the crash started and the red cursor to the end of
initial crash period, usually 0.080 to 0.150 seconds long.
e) This time period will be used as the start and end times for the Run Segment

Update Map
Click the Update Map button to select the last run used in the report. GPS must have been on
for the run to map the scene. It will open that run so a map snapshot can be made.
1. Click the Update Map button
2. Click the Map Run button on the map tab of the run that opens
3. Set the view using Bird's eye if available, or Aerial or road, zoom, scroll or rotate to the
desired view
4. Click on the Snap Shot 1 and/or Snap Shot 2 buttons
5. View the report window again by clicking on it or use the Home ribbon then "Switch To
Window" drop down menu
6. Click on the ReCalc button to update the map

Export to Word
Profile will export the report directly to Microsoft Word when the "Export to Word" button is
used. It will open Word and duplicate the report to a document. If Word is already open, it will
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append the report to the open document.

Calculate button
When changes are made to the map snap shot, the ReCalc button must be pushed to
refresh the changes. The "Reflow" button next to the print button on the form will do the same
thing.

See Also:
Drag Factor Report
Display Average Report

4.3.4

Cal Check Report
The VC4000 must be connected to use the Cal Check Report. It reads the data stored in the
VC4000 from the last time calibration was checked on it.
Detailed Steps
1. Connect VC4000 to computer
2. Click on the Reports or Home Tab
3. Click on the 'CalCheck Report' button
4. Type in the Serial Number and Ambient Temperature
5. Click the 'Update Report' button to update the report
If the VC4000 is connected it will display the calibration information, including the calibration
check date and X, Y and Z axis accelerometer calibration sensitivity.
The report can be saved or printed.

Saving the report
Click on the Save button to choose the format to save in.

Several formats are available to save as, including Word, Excel, PDF, HTML and image files.
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Printing the Report
Click on the Print button inside the report to print to any available printer.

4.3.5

Runway Friction Report
A runway friction report can be created when using the RFM4000 or RFM4000X model. It
shows an FAA approved summary of the runway tested and also details of each individual
test.
To create the report click on the Runway Friction Report button from the Home Ribbon tab
or from the Reports Ribbon tab then New Runs button from the Runway Friction group.
Select a folder with data in it, select one run and click on the "Open" button. It will
automatically select all runs in that folder.
Page 1 of the Report tab shows the summary of the tests. Page 2 shows the data from each
test.
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Tabs
Report tab:
Shows the report with a summary page and a details page with each test listed. FN is the
Friction Number for the individual test.
Runs tab:
Shows the individual tests that make up the report. To delete a run from the summary
tab, click the Runs tab and uncheck unwanted runs. It can be added back in at any time
by checking the run again.
Map tab:
Shows a Microsoft Bing map with markers of each test, if GPS is used. Click "Map Run"
to map it. Click one of the Snap Shot buttons to save the picture in the Report.

Buttons on the Report tab
ReCalc:
Recalculates the report if tests have been added or deleted, and will update the map snap
shot in the report if changes have been made to it.
Export to Word:
Will export the report directly to Microsoft Word. It will open Word and duplicate the report
to a document. If Word is already open, it will append the report to the open document.
PDF Report:
Exports the report to a PDF file located in the folder shown in the Options/PDF Reports
tab. It will be named "RFM_Report-runway number.PDF. For example a report for
runway 17 will be named RFM_Report-17.PDF. This way your web site can have links to
multiple runways.

Printing and Saving the Report
To print a report click on the printer button in the quick access toolbar or in the report. An
alternative way to save the report is to use the save feature in the report window.
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Several formats are available to save as, including Word, Excel, PDF, HTML and image
files.

4.3.6

Display Average Report
Display average is used to show the average of several tests. Every column of data available
is averaged and displayed on the top line.

Click on the Average Ribbon tool tab.
Selected Run - Use the currently selected run that is open to create a new table.
Open Run - Open a new run or runs from disc to create a new table. Use the Shift key or
Ctrl key to select more than one run from the open dialog.
Add Run - Add a run to the open table.
All Opened Runs - Use every run that is presently open.
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Show Report - Displays a report after the runs are chosen and the data is configured how
you want it.
To see the average table without a run, uncheck the run and a line will cross out the data row
and the average will be calculated only using the checked runs. This way you can quickly see
the difference in the average when runs are removed or added.

Printing and Saving the table
There are two ways to print the data.

Quick Print - Prints directly to the selected printer.
Show Report (Print Preview) - Brings up a report style print preview, and has options to
save the table in several formats, including Word, Excel, PDF, and several image
formats. Click on the save button and select the format to save as. Use Page setup to
change the page settings, and Print to print it.

Exporting the Display Average Data
There are three ways to export the data.
1. With a Display Average window active, click on the MS Office tab and select "Display
Average" from the Excel export group or the Word export group.

2. Click on the Application button and select Save As... Save as a text (.txt) file or an
ASCII (.csv) file.
3. Click "Show Report" from the Average tab or Print Preview from the quick access bar
which opens the report viewer, then save the report to any of the available formats
listed.
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Removing a run from the table
Instead of having a line through the run data, the run may be removed from the table by
clicking on the Runs tab, then unchecking the run you want to remove. When you view
the table again the unchecked run will not show. Check the box again to add it back in.

Braking Stats Tab
On the Braking Stats tab are options to show more data. Make your selections here then
click back to the Display Average tab to show the data.

Custom Stats Tab
The Custom Stats Tab shows 10 more stats to be added to the average. First choose
your Interval such as time, speed or distance, then choose the start and end criteria, then
choose what to display on the table.
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Pinning the Data selections to the margin
First mouse over the list to display it. Then click on the "pin" checkbox to "pin" the
sensor list to the Display Average window. The list will then be visible while you are
viewing the data. When it's unchecked it will only be displayed when you mouse over
the list in the left margin.

To "unpin" just uncheck the pin tool in the title bar.

Data definitions
Vehicle: Vehicle name as shown in the header for the run.
Date and Time: Date and time the run was performed.
Run #: The sequential run number.
Accel: The average acceleration for the duration of the test.
Speed: The speed when the brakes were applied.
Distance: The distance traveled from when the test was activated to stop.
Adj Dist: The adjusted distance to the exact speed shown on the Braking Stats tab.
Gy: The average Lateral Acceleration. Only shows when summation is off.
Gz: The average Vertical Acceleration. Only shows when summation is 2D or off.
Sensors: Any sensors turned on, including Gyro, Compass, GPS, OBDII sensors and
analog sensors.
First Peak Time: The time of the peak longitudinal acceleration (Gx) in the first 0.75
seconds of the run.
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First Peak Value: The peak longitudinal acceleration (Gx) in the first 0.75 seconds of
the run.
Reaction Time: Time from when the VC4000 was triggered externally to the activation
threshold G Force.
Reaction Dist: Distance traveled from when the VC4000 was triggered externally to the
activation threshold G Force.
Peak Gx: Peak longitudinal acceleration.
Peak Gx Time: The time were the peak longitudinal acceleration occurred.
Peak +Gy: Peak left lateral acceleration.
Peak -Gy: Peak right lateral acceleration.
Custom Stats: defined on the custom stats page.

See Also:
Drag Factor Report

4.3.7

Air Brake Chamber Report
Click on the Reports tab then select an option from the Air Brake Chamber group:

Selected Run - Use the currently selected run that is open to create a new report.
Open Run - Open a new run or runs from disc to create a new report. Use the Shift key or
Ctrl key to select more than one run from the open dialog.
An Air Brake Chamber report will be generated for preview. If multiple tests are selected then
each test generates a separate report. This report can be Exported, printed or saved. Click
on the Print button to print directly to the printer, or click on the Page Setup button to adjust
margins, orientation, and other printer settings.

Click on the Save button to choose the format to save in.
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Several formats are available to save as, including Word, Excel, PDF, HTML and image files.

General step by step process:
1. Import and save run data to a folder on your computers hard drive
2. Click the "Reports" tab at the top of the program
3. Click "Open Run" in the Air Brake Chamber group
4. Select the run or runs you want in the report

4.3.8

Calc Average Report
Using Calc Averages you can select any part of the run and get an average. To get the
average G between any two points type in any time in the start and end time boxes. The end
time must be greater than the start time. The currently active run will be used for the
calculations. All available data, except time, speed and distance, will be averaged including all
sensors used for the run.

Data between any 2 points can also be averaged in graph. See Graphing for more
information.

See Also:
Display Average Report
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Quick Stats Report
Quick Stats shows the end data of the test that is active.
1. Click on the run you want to display
2. Click on the Tools Ribbon bar
3. Click on the Quick Stats button

The window will show basic information about the test.
To display a calculated distance for a given speed (Adjusted Speed), select the speed from
the "Distance @" group. If "Choose" was selected, type in a speed and click the Calculate
button. The speed must be within 5 mph of the actual braking speed or it won't calculate. A
new column will appear showing the adjusted distance (Adj Dist) for the given speed.

See Also:
Display Average Report

4.4

Graphing
Profile 5 has extensive graphing capabilities. New to Profile 5 is the ability to modify the graph
such as add and remove axes and add runs without recreating the graph from the beginning.
Just create the first graph then modify it. Also new is dynamic linking of the data to the graph.
If you start the graph using "Selected Run", changes you make to the Run settings will be
reflected in the graph.
Click on the Graph Ribbon tab, then select an option:
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Selected Run - Use the currently selected run that is open to create a new graph.
New Run - Open a new run or runs from disc to create a new graph. Use the Shift key or
Ctrl key to select more than one run from the open dialog.
Add Run - Add a run to the open graph.
All Runs - Use every run that is presently open.

Tabs
Graph - Once the graph is drawn you can click on the check boxes next to each items
name on the right and the corresponding line will turn on or off.
Change the Y axis scaling by clicking on the short line next to the axis name on the right. You
will notice the text on the left and the numbers on the Y axis change.

Runs - Click on the Runs tab to display the list of runs on the graph. Uncheck the runs you
do not want to show on the graph.
Edit Series - Select X and Y axes. See Edit Series
GPS Location Graph - Scatter plot of the GPS coordinates if GPS location was turned on.
Shows route driven without a map.

See Also:
Advanced Procedures - Graph Editor
Gauges
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Edit Series
Once the graph is open you can add axes and change axes by clicking on the "Edit Series"
tab. Profile can graph one X axis and up to 12 Y axis. Up to 8 runs can be graphed
simultaneously on one graph. Unlimited graphs can be opened, each in a separate window.

Any available sensors will appear in order on each drop down list. Choose the sensor, color
and scale for each sensor. Generally similar sensors such as speed or distance should be
on the same scale, as above where Speed and GPS speed are on scale2. This will make
them more comparable.
More on Scaling:
Up to 12 different scales can be graphed at one time. When two different sensors are on
different scales the graph can look deceiving. Such is the case with Gx and Gy. If they are on
different scales Gy can look much larger than actual. Set the Scale numbers the same for
each sensor you want on the same scale. Other applications to make the scaling the same
would be tri-axis accelerometers, speed, or pressure sensors. Gx, Gy and Gz will default to
scale1. Speed, GPS speed and OBDII Speed will default to scale2 and Distance and OBDII
distance will default to scale3.
Buttons
Save - Saves the axes configuration
Restore - Restores the axes configuration from the last time Save was used
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Clear - Clears all Y axes to none and resets all colors and scales to defaults

4.4.2

Graph Editor
These graphs can be modified by the user for line width, color, ticks, titles, etc. The Graph
Editor offers complete control over the graph look.
The Graph Editor is used to change the look of the graph, and also can be used to export
data, export the graphic image and print the graph.

First, open a graph, then click on the Graph Editor button

on the Graph ribbon bar.

Several areas of the editor can be double clicked to jump to the area for changing. Such as:
Double click on the small line to change the line color or on the series title to change
formatting and more of the line. A common change is to make a line thicker. Double click
on the series title (Accel in the above picture), or click on the Series tab. Change the Width
property. The graph changes concurrently as you make changes in the editor.
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See Also:
Advanced Procedures Graph Editor

4.4.3

Graph Cursors
Two types of cursors can be used on the graph. Click on the Graph ribbon bar to show the
Graph options.

Data Cursor:
The data cursor will display the instantaneous values where the cursor is. To make the
vertical reference line appear, click on the Data icon
in the Cursors group. Move the
vertical reference line by clicking on the data cursor vertical line and dragging it, or use the left
and right arrow keys, or hold down the Ctrl key on your keyboard and use the left and right
arrow keys to move 2 samples at a time. The numbers on the right side of the graph reflect
the position of the line as you move it.
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Average Cursors:
Click on the Average Cursors icon in the Cursors group
. Two cursors appear on the
graph and the data on the right will change to the average for each item graphed. Click and
drag either cursor to select a range to average.

Average Cursors are also used in Delta-V Crash Reports to determine where the start and
end time of the Delta velocity calculations take place.
All Cursors:

Click on the All Cursors icon in the Cursors group
to display average data between the
green and red cursors, and display instantaneous values where the black cursor is Three
cursors appear on the graph. The data on the right will change to the average for each item
graphed and the instantaneous data where the black cursor is. Click and drag cursors to
change the range of the average or the instantaneous data.

4.4.4

Graph Zooming and Scrolling
A graph can be zoomed in or out by changing the Range or by clicking and dragging the
mouse.
Mouse Zoom in: Left click and drag the mouse from upper left to lower right.
Mouse Zoom out and re-center: Click and drag from lower right to upper left. Historical
unzoom is turned on by default so it will unzoom one level at a time for the number of times
you zoomed in.
Mouse Scroll graph: Right click and drag with the mouse.
Or set the graph Range to zoom to a specific time range. Click on the Range button in the

to select a beginning and ending time. It can be zoomed in on the X
axis to 0.01 seconds. It defaults to the full length of the run. If more than one graph is
displayed the available range is the length of the longest one.
Tools group
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To zoom back out select Range again and click OK and Profile will graph the whole run.
4.4.5

Exporting a Graph
A graph can be saved to disk in several different popular graphics formats. Saving a graph
can be done several ways:
1) Copy image to clipboard from Copy on the Home or Graph ribbon
a) Click on the Graph ribbon (if not already showing) then select "Copy" from the Tools
Group
b) or Click on the Home ribbon then select "Copy" from the Clipboard group
i) This will copy the graph to the clipboard, then it can be pasted into other programs
2) Save to image file on disk
a) Click on the Graph ribbon (if not already showing) then select "Export" from the Tools
Group
i) The Save dialog will open. Choose a folder, then the picture format from "Save as
Type", type a file name then click "Save"
3) From the Chart Editor, Export, Picture

a) Click on the Graph Editor... button
b) Click on the Export tab
c) Choose a picture format, set options if necessary, then click Save... or Copy
i) Save... will open a dialog box where you will enter a folder and name
ii) Copy will copy the graph to the clipboard
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Printing the Graph
A displayed graph can be printed just as it appears on the screen. Select the Applications
button then Print Preview or Quick Print. Or click on the Print Preview button in the Graph
Editor.
Quick Print: Prints directly to the default printer without any options.
Print Preview: Previews the graph and how it's going to print, and show several options.

4.5

Formulas
A variety of formulas are expressed in Profile. These formulas can be used by accident
reconstructionists or other professionals . Click on the Tools tab from the Ribbon bar, then
click Formulas. Select a group by clicking on the + sign to expand the formulas within that
group. Type numbers into the value locations, then click the Calculate button.
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Click the Print/Report button to view the report, then click the Print button to print the current
report to a printer.

The report can also be exported to Microsoft Word or Excel by clicking on one of the Export
buttons.
Click on the checkbox next to the value you want to vary, such as f, in order to fill the range
inputs. Type in the starting value in the From field, the number of rows or number of
calculations in the Table Size field and the value to increment the chosen variable in the
Step Value field.

Range Table
When a Range checkbox is checked the Range Inputs fields become active so you can
type values into them. The range table is for quickly viewing how slight changes in a
variable will affect the result. Commonly, drag factor is used as the range input as in the
above example picture, where the range starts at 0.800G with a table size of 11 and a
step value of 0.01G. This Range table will be exported or printed along with the solved
equation.

Conversion Table
The result of the equation is converted to several different units in a table in the lower right
of the window. The Result is editable, meaning any number can be typed in and
converted, and the input units can be changed to any available.
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Export to Word, Excel or PDF
Click on one of the Export buttons to save the Equation and the range table to Microsoft
Word, Excel or to a PDF file. If exporting to Word or Excel the equation and range table
will append to the currently open document or else it will open a new document. When
exporting to a PDF file a Save As dialog will open so a folder and file name can be
entered.

Print/Report
Click the Print/Report button to bring up a report style print preview. Click the print button
to print to any available printer.

4.6

Exporting
Data can be exported to generic formats supported by Windows, or directly to popular
Microsoft Office applications.

4.6.1

to MS Office
Run data and other reports can be exported directly to Microsoft Word or Excel.
Two methods are available:
From the Office Export Ribbon bar
From a Report save

Run data
With a Run file open click on the MS Office Ribbon tab

.

Two groups are available, one for Word and one for Excel.

Selected Run - Use the currently selected run that is open to create a report style
export.
Open Run - Open a new run or runs from disc to create a report style export. Use the
Shift key or Ctrl key to select more than one run from the open dialog.
All Opened Runs - Use every run that is presently open.
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If Word or Excel is open the export will append this report to the open file. If not it will open
Word or Excel and export the data into a newly opened file.
When exporting to Word the data is set in tables and for long runs or high sample rates it
might take several minutes to create.
When exporting to Excel the data is filled into cells with each column as a separate
sensor or calculation.

Display Average
With a Display Average window open click on the MS Office Ribbon tab

.

Two groups are available, one for Word and one for Excel.

Open Run - Open a new run or runs from disc to create a report style export. Use the
Shift key or Ctrl key to select more than one run from the open dialog.
Display Average - Active when a Display Average window is active, will export the
Display Average report to MS Word or MS Excel.
If Word or Excel is open the export will append this report to the open file. If not it will open
Word or Excel and export the data into a newly opened file.
When exporting to Excel the data is filled into cells with each column as a separate
sensor or calculation.

Reports
Reports can be printed and saved. Click on the Print button to print directly to the printer,
or click on the Page Setup button to adjust margins, orientation, and other printer settings.
Click on the Save button to choose the format to save in. Use "Open XML Word (*.docx)"
to save as a Microsoft Word file format, or "Open XML Excel (*.xlsx)" to save as a
Microsoft Excel file format.
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Several formats are available, including Word, Excel, PDF, HTML and image files.

4.6.2

Exporting Run Data
Exporting Run data can be done from 5 different places:
1. From Save As (.run, .csv or .txt)
2. From the Import window (.run, .csv or .txt)
3. From the graph editor (graph image, data as: text, XML, HTML or Excel)
4. From the Report viewer (.PDF, .xlsx, .xls, .rtf, .docx, HTML, images)
5. Using MS Office Exports
File format type descriptions:
.run - Profile native file format - Profile only
.csv - comma separated value - Excel or any spreadsheet
.txt - text file format - Word or any text editor
.pdf - Portable Document File
.xlsx - open XML Excel
.xls - Microsoft Excel
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.rtf - Rich Text format
.docx - open XML Word
HTML - web browser

Exporting to text or ASCII from Save As
1. Click on the Application button then Save As
2. Select either ASCII Excel Files (*.csv) or Text Files (*.txt) from the Save as type drop
down menu and choose the folder to save the file

3. An Output Setup dialog box will open. Select the Frequency, start time and end time,

then Click OK
4. All available data from that test will be saved in the ASCII or text file. For instance if only
1/10th of a second is enough frequency, then type 0.10 into the "Print Every" box. The
data will be saved as filename.CSV or filename.TXT. Use a spreadsheet or other
program that reads .CSV files to open the .CSV file. .CSV files are text files with
commas separating the fields and can be opened directly in Excel and other programs
that read ASCII files. The .TXT files can be opened by any text editor such as notepad
or Microsoft Word.
a) GPS longitude and latitude are saved as standard GPS digital coordinates so other
programs can use them.

Exporting Run Data to text or ASCII from the Import window
1. Connect a VC4000 or SD Card with runs on it to your computer
2. Click on the VC4000 tab on the Ribbon bar
3. Select Import Serial or Import SD Card. See Importing Data for more details.
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4. Click on the Import Options tab of the VC4000 Import window and select Excel and/or

ASCII checkbox.
5. Click on the Import Runs button
6. Select a folder then OK and all the checked runs will be opened or saved to the formats
checked.

Exporting Run Data from the Graph Editor
To export run data from a graph, first graph the run with all the data you want to export.
Then click Graph on the Ribbon bar and choose Graph Editor from the Tools group, then
click the Export tab, then the Data tab. Now the data or the picture may be exported to
various formats. When exporting data, the graphics program will export the X axis for
every Y axis, so the data will have the order X Y1, X Y2, X Y3, etc.

The data will look like the image below. Every other column will be the X axis repeated for
every Y axis. In the picture below is a brake test and Time is the X axis, Acceleration (G)
is the first Y axis, Speed (mph) is the second Y axis and Distance (ft) is the third Y axis.
Select the extra X axis columns and delete them.
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Exporting from a report viewer
1. Open a run file
2. Click on Print Preview
3. Select the Frequency, start time and end time, then Click OK
4. Click on the Save button to choose the format to save in

5. Select the file type by clicking on the "Save as type" drop down menu

Several formats are available, including Word, Excel, PDF, HTML and image files.

See Also:
to MS Office
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VC4000 Setup
All of the 87 settings in the VC4000 can be modified and viewed using Profile 5. Even some
that are not available from the VC4000 keypad are available through Profile 5. It's much
easier to set them here to visually check all the settings.
Click on the VC4000 ribbon tab to show the VC4000 groups. Click on the VC4000 Setup
button from the VC4000 Group.

The setup window will open and show all settings from the VC4000 if it is connected. Choose
a pre-configured setup from the list or change each setting individually.
Set Clock - Set the clock on the VC4000 to the same time as your PC.
Get Setup - Retrieve the settings from the VC4000, for example after making changes to the
setup window and you want to get back to the settings stored in the VC4000.
Send Setup - Send the updated setup to the VC4000.
Send Named - Send the list of Named Setups shown in the drop down box to the
VC4000DAQ. Up to 6 custom setups can be created by clicking on the Add button. Click the
Remove button to delete the shown custom setup. Click the Save button to save the current
configuration to the selected name.

See Also:
Reference - VC4000 Setup for details on each setting.

4.8

Program Options
Click on the Applications button then the Program Options button, or the quick access
Options button, to set the global options for Profile 5.
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Set the Units, Acceleration Units, Default Data Folder, default text fields and default sensor
setup here.

These presets will load every time Profile is restarted.
The Units affect all new runs and any run that is open.
On the other tabs:
Header Defaults - Sets the text fields on the import window to the preset text
Performance - Sets the ambient condition data such as temperature, and altitude. This
data only affects HP and Torque calculations.
Sensor Defaults - Sets the analog sensor names and ranges
OBDII Defaults - Sets the OBDII smoothing and speed calibration.
PDF Reports - For RFM4000's only, sets the location to save the Runway Friction Report
PDF file.
Other buttons:
Set Defaults - Sets all the fields back to factory defaults.
Clear History - Clears the history of the recent open documents.
Check For Profile Updates - If connected to the internet it will check for updates to the
program.

See Also:
Options
Options
Options
Options

General
Header Defaults
Performance
Sensor Defaults
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Options OBDII Defaults

4.9

Data Streaming
Data Streaming is used for sending data directly from the VC4000 to Profile without saving in
the VC4000's internal flash memory first. It is useful for performing long tests without filling up
memory. Connect the VC4000 to the computer using USB or RS232. See the Connection
Manager. Bluetooth connection is not recommended since it can lose connection
unexpectedly and may not have a transfer rate high enough. Data streaming sample rates
available are: 1, 10, 100 and 500Hz. 1000Hz is not supported because of the quantity of data
being transmitted.
Basic steps:
1. Click on the VC4000 Ribbon.
2. Select Data Streaming from the Real Time group.
3. If not already connected, click on "VC4000 Connect" button.
4. Add extra meters to monitor if you wish. They will appear in individual windows.
5. To start saving data click the "Start" button.
6. Perform the testing.
7. When finished click the "Stop" button.

The tabs can be clicked without loss of data. Click on the tab you want to view during the
test.
Run Control shows the run type, max record time, the current run time when saving,
where to save and the format.
Dashboard shows accelerometer gauges.
Header Defaults is where you set the vehicle, location, case number and notes of each
test.
After clicking Stop, the run will open to a window, or a "Save" dialog box will open prompting
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you to type in a file name, depending on the options set in Run Save Options. You must give
it a file name and click "Save" to store the data on your hard drive. If you click "Cancel" in the
save dialog box the data will be lost.
To add a meter click on the "Add Gauge" button. To select which sensor to monitor click
"Select Sensor" tab. A list of sensors that are turned on in the VC4000 will show. Select the
sensor you want then click back to the Gauge tab.
Data Streaming Options

Run Type
Monitor - Puts the VC4000 into Monitor mode which displays information on the VC4000
screen and on the computer screen. The VC4000 will continue to monitor data until a button
is pressed on the VC4000 or the Stop button is pressed in the Data Streaming dialog in
Profile.
Acceleration - Choose from 7 acceleration mode presets. See acceleration mode in the
VC4000 Manual.

1/4 Mile - Runs for 1320 feet
0-30 MPH - Runs until 30 mph is reached
0-60 MPH - Runs until 60 mph is reached
0-80 MPH - Runs until 80 mph is reached
0-100 Ft - Runs for 100 feet
0-300 Ft - Runs for 300 feet
0-15 Sec - Runs for 15.000 seconds
Max Record Time (hrs)
Choose from 1 to 24 hours.
Data Streaming Limits:
Max Record Time (hrs) - 24 hrs
Sample Rate - 1, 10, 100 or 500Hz
o Set in VC4000 Setup then click Send Setup
o If 1000 Hz is chosen the Data Streaming sample rate will be 100Hz

See Also:
Dash Board tab
Run Save Options
Header Defaults
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Dash Board tab
All three accelerometers can be viewed here and more gauges can be added. This is a good
place to make sure the unit is connected properly and accelerometers and other sensors are
working properly.
Gx - X axis acceleration
Gy - Y axis acceleration
Gz - Z axis acceleration
Accel - Summation of all 3 axes

To add a gauge click on the Add Gauge button. The default Accel gauge shows. Click on the
Select Sensor tab to select a different sensor. The real time value of the sensor is displayed
on this tab. Any sensor connected or built into the VC4000 can be viewed in a gauge. You
can add as many gauges as you wish.
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See Also:
Dash Board
Data Streaming
Run Save Options
Header Defaults

4.9.2

Run Save Options
Set the location to send the file after the data streaming is completed.
Save Format

*.run - Standard Profile 5 run file.
*.csv - Comma Separated Value, can be opened by Excel and all values are placed in cells
*.txt - Windows standard ASCII files
Profile Window - Opens the run to a Profile Run window. Will not save to disk until you
manually save it.
If .run, .csv or .txt file is chosen a Save As dialog window will open where you can choose the
folder and filename.
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Import to Sub-Folder

None - Saves to currently selected 'Save Folder'
Date/Time - Creates a sub folder within the Save Folder with the current date and time from
your computer for the new folder name.
Case Number - Type in a case number into the field below and it will create or add to a folder
with that case number as the sub folder to the Save Folder.
Save Folder
Set the folder to save the data streaming run into.

See Also:
Data Streaming
Dash Board tab
Header Defaults

4.9.3

Header Defaults
Set the Vehicle name, Location, Case number and Notes of the data streaming run. If saving
to disk or to a run window, the run fields will be filled in with the data from here.

4.10

Dash Board
The Dash Board is a tool for checking the internal and external sensors. No data is saved in
this mode. Use Data Streaming to save data to disk while testing.
1. Select the VC4000 Ribbon toolbar tab
2. Click on Dash Board from the Real Time group
3. Click the VC4000 Connect button if it's not already connected
4. The dialog will show the three internal accelerometers and the acceleration summation
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For checking sensor activity and making sure they are working and connected properly click
on the Sensors tab.
To display other sensors that are turned on in the VC4000
1. Click Add Gauge
2. Click the Select Sensor tab and choose a sensor from the list
3. All sensors that are turned on in the VC4000 will show
4. The Select Sensor tab also shows all the sensors in digital format
5. Click back to the Gauge tab to display the gauge

Several gauges can be added. Just click on the Add Gauge button again.

See Also:
Data Streaming
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Remote Control
Remote Control is used for controlling the VC4000 and RFM4000 without touching the unit
using a computer and Profile 5. It can used with a wired or wireless connection.
Uses for Remote Control
1. Crash Testing: control the VC4000 mounted in a trunk from a laptop using Bluetooth
connection
2. Use your mouse to push buttons instead of using the keypad
3. Control and monitor the VC4000 using a laptop while the VC4000 is mounted in a trunk or
outside the vehicle
4. Show the display on a large laptop screen
5. Demonstrate to a group the many uses of the VC4000 on a projector

Using Remote Control
1. Turn on VC4000
2. Click on the VC4000 Ribbon
3. Select Remote Control from the Real Time group
4. If not already connected, click on the "VC4000 Connect" button.
5. Check the "Auto Refresh" box to refresh the screen once per second
6. Using your mouse, click on the keys as you would push keys on the VC4000
Limits of Remote Control
Screen update rate is 1Hz
Cannot hold key down to quickly scroll through a list
Power key is not functional
If the "Auto Refresh" checkbox is not checked then the "Refresh Display" button must be used
to update the screen. If connection is lost you may have to use the connection manager to
regain connection. If a wireless connection is used to start the VC4000 then connection is
lost due to driving out of range, the data is still retained in the VC4000, regardless of what
happens with Profile.
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See Also:
Dash Board
Data Streaming

4.12

Gauges
All data can be played back using Gauges. Up to 6 gauges can be viewed at once.
1) Click on the Run you want to view
2) Click on the Gauge tab from the Ribbon bar
3) Click on the Selected Run button
a) Alternately, Click on the New Run button to open a run from disk

To add gauges click on the Setup Tab. Select the gauges then click back to the Gauges tab.
Click on the Play button to replay the test
Click on stop button to stop and reset it
Click on the pause button to pause it
The playback speed can be adjusted using the slider
Speed slider
Move the slider down for slower playback speeds and up for faster playback speeds. Use the
mouse, or after clicking in the slider the up and down arrow keys can be used.
Setup tab
Up to six gauges can be chosen by clicking the drop down selections. Click on the sensor in
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the list to select it. The first 3 will show on the top row and the next 3 will show on the bottom
row. Click back to the Gauges tab to see them. All sensors that were on in the VC4000 for
that run can be viewed.

See Also:
Graphing
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Advanced Procedures
This section describes Advanced Procedures in Profile. These are topics which you will not
need on a regular basis and may be more difficult to understand. Some topics are found in
other areas but are described in more detail here.
Every topic contains comprehensive links to background information and other relevant
subjects so you can just pick out the task you need to perform and begin.

5.1

Sensor Scaling
A big advantage of using analog sensors over OBDII sensors is that OBDII sensors have a
relatively slow update rate, 40Hz or less. Analog sensors can be saved at up to 1000Hz.
Scaling is set using the Range High and Low, and the Input Volts High and Low. If you
bought a sensor from Vericom, it may be in the predefined Sensor List shown by clicking the
button next to the sensor number. See below about predefined sensors. Other sensors must
be set up according to its voltage range and units range which is usually specified on the
sensor or on a data sheet that accompanied the sensor.

The VC4000 has a 16 bit Analog to Digital converter, with a 0 to 5VDC range. A sensor
can have any voltage within that range, as long as it does not exceed that range. For instance
many accelerometers have a range of 0.5 to 4.5VDC for its given range. As in the example
above sensor 1 is a Throttle Position Sensor where when the throttle is closed the voltage is
1.200V and when the throttle is wide open the voltage is 4.300V. Which is equal to 0% closed
and 100% wide open.
There may be circumstances where the sensor can have a negative value for the low input
volts that matches to a known Range low. For instance some pressure transducers have a
range that starts at 0V but when a vacuum is applied to the sensor it will output a negative
voltage. The VC4000 cannot read voltage less than 0V, but if you know the negative Low
Input Volts that match to the Low Range value Profile will scale it correctly.
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Definitions
Input Volts Low - The lowest voltage the sensor can have. The VC4000's lowest voltage
value is 0.00.
Input Volts High - The highest voltage the sensor can have. The VC4000's highest voltage
value is 5.00.
Imperial Range Low - The low value in Imperial units that equals the Input Volts Low.
Imperial Range High - The high value in Imperial units that equals the Input Volts High.
Imperial Units - Units that display on the graph and in the data when Options is in Imperial
mode.
Metric Range Low - The low value in Metric units that equals the Input Volts Low.
Metric Range High - The high value in Metric units that equals the Input Volts High.
Metric Units - Units that display on the graph and in the data when Options is in Metric mode.

Predefined Sensor list
Click on the button next to the sensor number for a list of predefined sensors. This list
cannot be modified. Select a sensor from the drop down menu. Click OK and it will fill in
the Name, Input volts, Range and Units into that sensor. This list is sent to the VC4000
when the 'Send Named' button is used.

After the values are filled in they may be modified manually. For instance if a sensor has
similar values as a predefined one, but slightly different.

See Also:
Options Sensor Defaults
Setup Analog Sensors

5.2

Graph Editor
The Graph Editor is used to change the look of the graph, and also can be used to export
data, export the graphic image and print the graph.

First, open a graph, then click on the Graph Editor button
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Several areas of the editor can be double clicked to jump to the area for changing. Such as:
Double click on the small line to change the line color or on the series title to change
formatting and more of the line. A common change is to make a line thicker. Double click
on the series title (Accel in the above picture), or click on the Series tab. Change the Width
property. The graph changes concurrently as you make changes in the editor.

Several themes are available by clicking on the last tab, Themes. It will show a preview of
the graph and the theme can be applied before leaving the Editor.
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The Editor allows complete control of the graphs lines, text and general formatting. The tabs
and options may change occasionally due to software updates.
Click on the Export tab for saving and exporting options.
Click the Print tab for Printing options.

5.2.1

Exporting a Graph
A graph can be saved to disk in several different popular graphics formats. Saving a graph
can be done several ways:
1) Copy image to clipboard from Copy on the Home or Graph ribbon
a) Click on the Graph ribbon (if not already showing) then select "Copy" from the Tools
Group
b) or Click on the Home ribbon then select "Copy" from the Clipboard group
i) This will copy the graph to the clipboard, then it can be pasted into other programs
2) Save to image file on disk
a) Click on the Graph ribbon (if not already showing) then select "Export" from the Tools
Group
i) The Save dialog will open. Choose a folder, then the picture format from "Save as
Type", type a file name then click "Save"
3) From the Chart Editor, Export, Picture

a) Click on the Graph Editor... button
b) Click on the Export tab
c) Choose a picture format, set options if necessary, then click Save... or Copy
i) Save... will open a dialog box where you will enter a folder and name
ii) Copy will copy the graph to the clipboard
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Printing the Graph
A displayed graph can be printed just as it appears on the screen. Select the Applications
button then Print Preview or Quick Print. Or click on the Print Preview button in the Graph
Editor.
Quick Print: Prints directly to the default printer without any options.
Print Preview: Previews the graph and how it's going to print, and show several options.

5.3

OBDII Speed Calibration
The speed reported by the vehicles OBDII computer can be calibrated for use in Profile.
This does not change the cars computer or your speedometer in any way. It only multiplies
the speed reported by the vehicle by a ratio and stores it in Profile. Profile only uses this ratio
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in the "OBDII Speed" data.
There are 4 methods to calibrate the OBDII speed. Before starting any of these methods,
turn on the OBDII speed, with high scan rate, and no other sensors in the VC4000. If using
the VSI, be sure to plug it in AFTER the car is running.
Method 1 uses the speed from the Vericom GPS sensor.
If you purchased the GPS sensor and have OBDII speed from either the VSI or the direct CAN
OBDII interface, compare the GPS speed and OBDII speed in Profile. The GPS Sensor
provided by Vericom Computers, Inc. is accurate to 0.1 MPH.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Turn on the GPS speed and OBDII speed in the VC4000.
Do an acceleration test for 0 to 55 mph.
Import the run to Profile.
Click the "To new run window" button on the import window.
Click the OBDII tab.
Be sure the ratio is set to 1.00.
Click the Data tab and scroll down towards the bottom of the data.
Look for the first GPS value above 50 mph.
Look at and remember the value in the OBDII speed column in the same row.
Click on the OBDII tab and type in the GPS speed (50.00 or so) in the Actual Speed or
Distance box.
11. Now type in the value of the OBDII speed in the OBDII Speed or Distance box.
12. Profile will calculate the correct ratio and use it in the OBDII speed calculation and OBDII
distance calculations.
Method 2 uses the speed from the VC4000.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Do a programmed speed test from 0 to 60 mph.
Acceleration hard all the way through the test.
Import the run to Profile.
Click the "To new run window" button on the import window.
Click the OBDII tab.
Be sure the ratio is set to 1.00.
Click the Data tab and scroll down the VC4000 speed column until you see the closest
value to 50.00 mph.
8.
Look at and remember the value in the OBDII speed column in the same row.
9.
Click on the OBDII tab and type in the VC4000 speed (50.00 or so) in the Actual Speed
or Distance box.
10. Now type in the value of the OBDII speed in the OBDII Speed or Distance box.
11. Profile will calculate the correct ratio and use it in the OBDII speed calculation and OBDII
distance calculations.
Sometimes the OBDII speed may have a flat spot where it took a long time to update the
OBDII information. If this happens at your target speed of 50 mph, then use the same
process but use another speed such as 40 mph.
Method 3 uses the speed from a radar gun or handheld GPS. For radar, use a radar that is
mounted inside the vehicle.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Do a timed acceleration test for 20 seconds.
Once 50 mph is indicated on the radar or GPS, try to hold that speed for 5 seconds or
so.
When you feel you are the closest to exactly 50.0 mph, push a button on the VC4000 to
stop recording.
Import the run to Profile.
Click the "To new run window" button on the import window.
Click the OBDII tab.
Be sure the ratio is set to 1.00.
Click the Data tab and scroll down to the bottom of the data.
This should be where the radar or GPS indicated 50.0 mph.
Look at and remember the value in the OBDII speed column in the last row.
Click on the OBDII tab and type in the radar or GPS speed (50.00 or so) in the Actual
Speed or Distance box.
Now type in the value of the OBDII speed in the OBDII Speed or Distance box.
Profile will calculate the correct ratio and use it in the OBDII speed calculation and OBDII
distance calculations.

Using a radar unit may not be very accurate because most police radars truncate to the
whole number. Therefore the radar could indicate 50 when really you were going 50.9 mph.
Some sports radar units will display speed to the tenth of a MPH.
Method 4 uses milepost markers to measure distance. Mile post markers are laid out by
professional surveyors and are extremely accurate. This same method could use a GPS
device to measure distance but the distance will not be as accurate.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Find an at least 5 mile straight road with mile post markers.
Stop with a mile post marker lined up with the pillar post (support post between
windshield and door) of your car.
Turn on the VC4000 and use the continuous OBD mode. Save the test in memory
when prompted.
Accelerate up to the speed limit and hold it there until you see the 5th mile post marker
from where you started.
Reduce your speed to about 30 mph and push a button on the VC4000 to stop recording
when the 5th mile post marker lines up with your pillar post.
Import the run to Profile.
Click the "To new run window" button on the import window.
Click the OBDII tab.
Be sure the ratio is set to 1.00.
Click the Data tab and scroll down to the bottom of the data.
This should be where the 5th mile marker was.
Look at and remember the value in the OBDII distance column in the last row.
Click on the OBDII tab and type in the actual distance (26400 feet for 5 miles) in the
Actual Speed or Distance box.
Now type in the value of the OBDII distance in the OBDII Speed or Distance box.
Profile will calculate the correct ratio and use it in the OBDII speed calculation and OBDII
distance calculations.

This method can use any distance as long as the test is not too long for the VC4000's
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memory, 87 minutes with the OBDII speed on.

See Also:
Options OBDII Defaults

5.4

Performance Header Variables
These variables only affect acceleration and monitor tests. They affect the HP at sea level
and Torque values that are calculated.

Performance Variables
Weight
Drag coefficient
Flatplate Area
Humidity
Wind Speed
Temperature
HP Loss
Smooth HP
Barometric Pressure
Station Pressure
Altitude
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Weight
The weight is for Horsepower and Torque calculations only. It should include vehicle and
passenger weight. Weight is uploaded from the VC4000 when the run is transferred to
Profile. It can be changed at any time and Profile will recalculate HP and Torque.
This weight is also used in Drag coefficient and Flat Plate area calculations.

5.4.2

Drag coefficient
Frictional Drag due to tires, drive train and brakes, also known as rolling friction, can be
calculated using Profile. Profile uses Drag, FlatPlate Area, Wind, Altitude, and Temperature
to correct for Horsepower and Torque losses due to wind resistance.
This drag is only a portion of the frictional drag on a vehicle under acceleration because under
acceleration the friction between the gears and joints increase. The drag calculation also
does not include transmission losses. To get engine Horsepower a number must be typed in
to % HP Loss header variable.

See Also:
Drag coefficient calculations

5.4.3

Flatplate Area
Flatplate area is the aerodynamic drag area (also known as CdA) of an object and can be
calculated by Profile. It is the Frontal area multiplied by the drag coefficient. In the case of a
vehicle it includes the frontal area with the curvature of the body parts plus the drag under the
car. Flatplate area is NOT the same as frontal area. Frontal area does not take into account
the angle of the windshield, hood, curves of the fenders, etc., nor does it take into account the
area under the car affected by wind. Flatplate area includes all sources of aerodynamic drag.
If a car has a frontal area of 20 square feet, then the flatplate area would probably be about
15 square feet.
Flatplate area is used by profile to compensate for Horsepower and Torque losses due to
wind resistance. You may notice that at higher speeds, say over 70 mph, that HP seems to
decrease even though the RPM is climbing. This is due to the fact that it takes some HP to
overcome wind resistance. Eventually wind resistance is so great that it takes all the HP
available just to maintain a constant speed. The VC4000 would calculate 0 HP since there is
0 G at a constant speed. Since the VC4000 calculates HP and Torque from G-force, wind
resistance losses are not measured at a constant speed.
Once you find the flatplate area of a vehicle the number does not need to be changed unless
you make aerodynamic changes to the vehicle. After compensating with flatplate area you
should have chassis HP and Torque. To get engine HP and Torque you would need to type a
value into % HP Loss variable.
To see the difference it makes, save the run before and after the flatplate correction, using
different file names, and graph the Horsepower of the two runs. Notice how the uncorrected
HP starts to decrease as speed increases but the corrected one remains more constant or
increases with increased speed.
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When graphing horsepower and corrected horsepower use the same scale for each or the
lines will overlap. If you don't change the scales the curves will be the same but on different
scales. Then click the radio button next to the Horsepower or the HP SeaLevel buttons to
change the scaling of the curve.

See Also:
Flatplate area calculations

5.4.4

Humidity
Relative Humidity is the ratio of the amount of water vapor in the air at a specific
temperature compared to the maximum amount that the air could hold at that temperature,
expressed as a percentage.
For Profile to accurately calculate the sea level standard HP and Torque it needs to know the
correct Relative Humidity on the day of testing. The humidity variable affects Horsepower at
sea level (HP SL) and Torque only.
Type a number representing the percentage humidity into the humidity variable location in the
header for the current run. You can find the correct humidity with a store bought meter, from
a weather site on the Internet or from the national weather service.

5.4.5

Wind Speed
Wind Speed in mph for Imperial and kph for metric.
Use + for a headwind and - for a tailwind. Wind only affects HP and Torque numbers if
flatplate is greater than 0.
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Temperature
Air temperature at the time the test was performed. It is used in HP, Torque and flatplate
calculations. Use Fahrenheit for Imperial and Celsius for metric.

5.4.7

HP Loss
Horsepower losses are due to the power it takes to accelerate the inertia of the rotating
masses (crankshaft, flywheel, transmission gears, tires, etc.) and due to frictional losses.
Some of the frictional losses are accounted for using Drag but since power is not applied
when this measurement is taken the extra friction under a load is not measured.
After all variables are entered you should have HP values for a standard day at sea level, and
after the % HP Loss variable is entered you should have HP values that represent what an
engine dyno would give. Generally % HP loss will be 8% to 20%. It varies depending on
vehicle, transmission type and the amount of friction in the system.
The best representation of maximum HP is in top gear because of the gear reduction HP
losses in the lower gears.
The % HP Loss field in the header affects Horsepower, Corrected Horsepower and Torque
calculations only.

5.4.8

Smooth HP
The Smooth HP factor is used in Horsepower and Torque calculations only. It is for making
the graph appear more uniform. Small changes in G force become amplified when
multiplied to get HP. This makes the graph look erratic. A smooth factor of 10 or 20 usually
looks the best. The smooth factor averages the horsepower and torque by the number used.
A smooth factor of 50 uses 50 samples before and 50 samples after the current sample and
divides by 101 to get the average value for the current sample.

5.4.9

Barometric Pressure
Barometric pressure is atmospheric pressure, the force exerted on a surface by the weight
of the atmosphere, corrected to sea level. The more pressure available the easier an engine
can pull the air in. The variable barometric pressure in Profile is used only to calculate Station
Pressure. Barometric pressure is the value given by weather stations or most other sources
of weather. It includes Station Pressure and correction for altitude and is referred to as
corrected pressure. Profile uses Station Pressure for its calculations, not Barometric
Pressure.

See Also:
Station Pressure

5.4.10 Station Pressure
Station Pressure is the Absolute Pressure. Absolute pressure is the pressure at the altitude
you are at. Using barometric pressure and altitude Profile can calculate Station pressure.
Most gauges and the weather stations give barometric pressure. Station pressure is used in
Profile to correct HP and Torque to sea level values.
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See Also:
Barometric Pressure

5.4.11 Altitude
The Altitude header variable is used in compensating HP and Torque for wind resistance, and
for calculating Station Pressure if Barometric Pressure is known. If flatplate area is 0 then
Altitude has no effect on uncorrected HP. At higher altitudes pressure is less therefore less
air molecules to affect the flatplate of the vehicle. This number should be actual Altitude
from sea level, not adjusted altitude. Profile calculates adjusted altitude internally to
compensate for barometric pressure, humidity and temperature effects.

5.5

Drag coefficient calculations
Place the vehicle on an incline where the vehicle just starts to roll and rolls at a slow constant
speed. If the vehicle increases in speed, the incline is too great. Measure this angle using
the VC4000 as described in the VC4000 manual, method 2 of measuring Gradient and Super
Elevation. Type the number into Profile without dividing the number by two. Profile will divide
the number by two. A typical car will have 25 to 100 pounds of drag. The correct vehicle
weight must be typed into the current header for the Drag to be accurate. The calculated
Drag will be put into the current runs header.

See Also:
Drag coefficient

5.6

Flatplate area calculations
To calculate Flatplate area of a vehicle:
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1. Perform a programmed acceleration run to 60 seconds. The run must start from a stop so
Profile can calculate an accurate speed. Accelerate hard up to at least 60 MPH then put
the vehicle into neutral and let it coast. Upload the run to Profile and look at the Time(X) vs.
G(Y) curve. Notice the G forces go from positive to negative when the vehicle was slipped
into neutral.

2. Take note where the vehicle was coasting and type the beginning time into the FlatPlate
area calculation. Type in an ending time 0.5 to 1.0 second longer than the beginning time.
In the example above the time would be from approximately 14.00 seconds to 15.0
seconds.
3. Profile will calculate the FlatPlate Area and place the number into the header for the current
active run. Vehicle Weight, Temperature, Wind speed, Drag and Altitude must be correct
for Profile to accurately calculate FlatPlate Area. Profile uses Weight, Drag, FlatPlate area,
Wind, Altitude, Station Pressure and Temperature to correct for Horsepower and Torque
losses due to wind resistance.

See Also:
Flatplate Area
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Reference
This section contains documentation of all Profile's menu options and the associated dialogs
(in Menus and Dialogs).
The other sections in Reference contain more detailed background information on a number
of key subjects that will help you to gain a better understanding of how Profile works. Studying
these sections is not absolutely essential but it will make it much easier for you to use Profile
efficiently and effectively.
There are extensive cross-references and links to the Procedures sections so that you can
always find the instructions you need to show you how to do what is being described in the
reference topics.

6.1

Connection Manager
Use the connection manager if you can't connect using import or VC4000 Setup. Default
COM port is Auto, but you may have to set it manually. For USB it is usually the highest one
listed if the VC4000 was the last device installed on your computer. Click the "Connect to
VC4000" button to check for connection.

Click the Disconnect VC4000 button if you are having trouble communicating with the VC4000
after it was unplugged from the computer then replugged, or it lost connection for any other
reason. Then click the Connect to VC4000 button again to connect.
If you have a successful connection the VC4000 will beep. If not you will get an error
message on your computer.
Once the VC4000 is connected, close the connection manager window.
Bluetooth connection
If you are using Bluetooth click the "Connect to VC4000 (Bluetooth)" button. The connection
manager will search through the Bluetooth ports and find the VC4000.
See Bluetooth Installation for more details on connection using Bluetooth.
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See Also:
Serial Port Installation

6.2

Program Options
Click on the Applications button then the Program Options button, or the quick access
Options button, to set the global options for Profile 5.

Set the Units, Acceleration Units, Default Data Folder, default text fields and default sensor
setup here.

These presets will load every time Profile is restarted.
The Units affect all new runs and any run that is open.
On the other tabs:
Header Defaults - Sets the text fields on the import window to the preset text
Performance - Sets the ambient condition data such as temperature, and altitude. This
data only affects HP and Torque calculations.
Sensor Defaults - Sets the analog sensor names and ranges
OBDII Defaults - Sets the OBDII smoothing and speed calibration.
PDF Reports - For RFM4000's only, sets the location to save the Runway Friction Report
PDF file.
Other buttons:
Set Defaults - Sets all the fields back to factory defaults.
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Clear History - Clears the history of the recent open documents.
Check For Profile Updates - If connected to the internet it will check for updates to the
program.

See Also:
Options
Options
Options
Options
Options

6.2.1

General
Header Defaults
Performance
Sensor Defaults
OBDII Defaults

Options General
Units of Measure:
English:

Time
Speed
Distance
G-Force
Horsepower
Torque
RPM
Gear Ratio

Seconds (Sec.)
Miles per Hour (MPH)
Feet (ft)
G (G)
HP
Foot Pounds (ft lbs)
Revolutions per minute (RPM)
Revolution per foot (Rev/ft)

Metric:

Time
Speed
Distance
G-Force
Horsepower
Torque
RPM
Gear Ratio

Seconds (Sec.)
Kilometers per Hour (KPH)
Meters (m)
G (G)
HP
Newton Meters (NM)
Revolutions per minute (RPM)
Revolution per meter (Rev/m)

Acceleration Units:
Acceleration can be measured in any velocity divided by time. Profile gives the 5 most
common acceleration units to choose from. The units of G force comes from the earths
gravitational pull at the surface as a reference point. 1 G is the force exerted on any object at
the surface of the earth. The acceleration units will change in all forms of Profile when
different acceleration units are chosen. Choosing Metric has no effect on the acceleration
units. Changing acceleration units has no affect on calculations such as speed or distance.
G - Gravitational constant of earth
Ft/s 2 - Feet per second squared
M/s 2 - Meters per second squared
MPH/s - Miles per hour per second
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KPH/s - kilometers per hour per second
Default Data Folder:
This is the default folder (directory) to open .RUN files from and save to when the program
starts. It will default to your "My Documents" folder and create "Profile_Runs" folder upon first
execution of the program. Click the Change Folder button to use a different folder or drive or
network location, or to make a new folder.
Profile5 Information:
Shows the program version number, Internet connection status and where the program is
located.
Buttons:
Set Defaults - Sets all Profile Options on all tabs to factory defaults.
Clear History - Clears the file history of opened runs from the application button.
Check For Profile Updates - If connected to the internet it will check for updates to the
program.

6.2.2

Options Header Defaults
The Header Defaults page of options is only to set the text fields Vehicle, Location and Notes
for the import manager's header defaults tab. These settings will be transferred to the import
manager. This saves the time it would take to type in the redundant information for every
import.
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Options Performance
The performance page of Options is only to set the default environmental information for
imported runs. These settings will be transferred to any new run. The data typed in here will
be used for the environmental information on all subsequent imports. This saves the time it
would take to type in the redundant information for every run.
See Basic Working Procedures - Header for a listing of every field and what they are used for.

6.2.4

Options Sensor Defaults
The sensor defaults page of options is only to set the default names, units and range for
imported runs. These settings will be transferred to any new run that did not have scaling
pre-set in the VC4000. See Setup Analog Sensors. This saves the time it would take to type
in the redundant sensor information for every run. Changing these will not affect an open run.
VC4000 sensor scaling overrides these Defaults. See Sensor Scaling for a complete
description of setting the range.
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Options OBDII Defaults
The OBDII Defaults page of options is only to set the default OBDII speed calibration ratio
and smoothing for imported runs. These settings will be transferred to any new run. The
data typed in here will be used for the OBDII information on all subsequent imports. This
saves the time it would take to type in the redundant information for every run.

See Also:
OBDII Speed Calibration for more details.

6.2.6

Options PDF Reports
For use with the RFM4000 and RFM4000X models only, here you set the location to save the
Runway Friction Report PDF file and choose to auto save the PDF report when Profile saves
the data.
PDF Report Save Location
If you choose to auto save the PDF file you can choose a location on your shared web server
hard drive. This will allow the web designer to create a link on the web site to the file so
anyone with web access to your site can instantly view the report. It will be named
"RFM_Report-runway number.PDF. For example a report for runway 17 will be named
RFM_Report-17.PDF. This way your web site can have links to multiple runways.
Auto Save PDF Report
When it is checked, Profile will save the PDF file when Listen for Export saves the data, or
when the PDF Report button is used from the Runway Friction Report.

See Also:
Listen for Export
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Runway Friction Report

6.3

FAQ for Upgraders
The user interface of Profile 5 is very different from that in version 4 and earlier. In addition to
this a number of changes have been made to the way the program works. The FAQs in this
chapter will help upgraders to find their way around in the new version.
Even if you are an experienced Profile user we recommend that you work through the
Introduction and Quick Start Tutorials chapters of the new help briefly before you start working
with the new version. This will help you to familiarize yourself with the new features.

6.3.1

User Interface
The Profile 5 window is divided into two main areas: The Ribbon Toolbar and the Work Area.

The Ribbon Toolbar
Profile's functions are accessed primarily through the Ribbon Toolbar (or Ribbon for
short). It is divided into tabs that group functions according to tasks.
The Work Area
The work area is where you will spend most of your time bringing up runs, analyzing data,
making reports and looking at graphs. The Run data, display average and reports are
shown here, along with any dialog messages and settings dialogs.

See Also:
Introduction - The User Interface for more details.
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Pinning checkbox

Some of the tables have a list of checkboxes on the left of the table, one checkbox for each
column of data. It is minimized to the left margin until your mouse passes over it. Select the
checkboxes for the columns you want to show and unselect the others.
First mouseover the list to display it. To keep the checkbox list open, click on the "pin"
checkbox to pin the sensor list to the data window. The list will then be visible while you are
viewing the data. When it's unchecked it will only be displayed when you mouseover the list
in the left margin.

To "unpin" just uncheck the pin tool in the title bar.

6.3.2

Major Changes
What has changed, what's new, where can I find it?
User Interface

A whole new Interface is used in Profile 5 building on the successful Microsoft Office
2007 Toolbar, where it has radically improved the usability of all Office programs.
Instead of searching for functions in menus they are all available directly. See The
User Interface for more details.
The Run Window

An open run looks similar as Profile 4 with some exceptions. See The Run Window for
more information. Each column of data can be shown or hidden using the check
boxes pinned to the left column. There is now a Graph tab which shows a basic, quick
graph of the Acceleration, Speed and Distance. Also new is a Map tab that shows if
GPS was used during the test. Click on the Map Run button and the map will zoom
into the start and end points of the test. See Mapping using GPS for more information.
Connection Manager

Now use a connection manager to connect and disconnect from your VC4000. By
default Profile 5 auto detects the port that the VC4000 is on so importing and changing
settings on the VC4000 can be done without opening the connection manager. See
Connection Manager for more information.
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Importing

Importing through serial USB, RS232 or Bluetooth is similar as Profile 4, but now
getting data from the VC4000's SD flash memory card is easier. Just select the Import
SD Card Manager button and Profile 5 looks for the SD card and shows the runs
available, just like the Import serial manager. See Importing data for more information.
Dash Board

A new feature of Profile 5 is a quick look at all the sensors that are turned on in the
VC4000 using a Dash Board view. Click on Dash Board to view the internal
accelerometers, and add any gauge to show other sensors that are turned on, or
simply view the raw data coming from the sensors to confirm they are working
correctly. See Dash Board for more information.
Graph

When a graph is first opened it no longer asks for the axis before drawing it. Now it
opens a default graph and there is a tab called "Edit Series" which lets you add and
remove axes, then just click on the Graph tab to see the new graph. See Graphing for
more information.
Gauges

The new Gauges have a Setup tab similar to graph where you select the gauges after
the window opens, then click back to the Gauges tab to see them. See Gauges for
more information.
Reports

A new report for Profile 5 is the Drag Factor report. Using one or more test runs,
create a quick report showing the averages in a table, the graph and data table of the
run closest to the Run Selection Method, and the maps of the GPS coordinates if
chosen. This report and all reports can be printed directly or saved to several file
formats including Word, Excel, PDF and several image file formats. See Reports for
more information.
Formulas

Formulas is completely new. The same formulas are available but presented in a
much more intuitive manner, and all the formulas can be expressed in a range table,
with any of the inputs available as the range values. See Formulas for more
information.
MS Office Exports

Profile 5 can now export runs directly to Microsoft Word and Excel using the MS Office
Ribbon bar. Reports can be saved as *.docx and *.xlsx file types using the save
feature in the report viewer. See Reports for more information.
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Brake Test Calculations
In a braking test the G values for the suspension settle time at the end of the run, usually 2
tenths of a second, are not used in any calculations because these values are a result of the
suspension settlement. In fifteen years of testing we have found the suspension settle time to
vary 0.07 to 0.23 seconds. Varying the settle time by +- 0.16 sec. makes very little or no
difference in the average G calculations. It will have the most effect on the distance
calculation. You will notice the complete test including the suspension settle time is included
in the graph but the calculations do not include the suspension settle time G values.
To change the suspension settle time use the VC4000 Settings tab for the run. The settle
time shows 2 values. "New" is editable and changes where the end of the test is, and
"Original" will show what the VC4000 calculated for the settle time.
When comparing the VC4000 to other methods of speed, distance or drag factor calculations
be sure you understand how the VC4000 works. For instance: When comparing a bumper
chalk gun distance to the VC4000 distance the two have to trigger at the same time. This
means using the external activation switch of the VC4000 and connecting it to the same
source that activates the bumper chalk gun. The bumper chalk guns distance must also be
compensated for its mechanical reaction time, usually 0.04 seconds, since the VC4000
activates instantly and it takes some time from the when the power to the chalk gun starts to
when the chalk actually hits the pavement. When using the VC4000 external activation switch
mechanical reaction time is now included in the VC4000 calculations and drag factor is not
correct for the road surface. To compensate for this use Calc Average to eliminate the
mechanical reaction time. Find the time from the graph or data where the VC4000 first
reaches 0.200 G. Use that as the start time and use Profile's default end time (DO NOT
include the suspension settlement).
To measure true drag factor it is recommended that the VC4000 be activated by its default
0.200G threshold.
When comparing speed it will not make a significant difference whether the VC4000 is started
using the brake lights or the 0.200 G threshold.
Notice that when distance is used to calculate average G, error in average G can occur. This
is due to the fact that the calculation assumes constant G and in a typical skid, G is not
constant. Summing the G samples and dividing by the number of samples is the true
scientific way to get average G and Drag Factor. Using the speed divided by time method is
the same as summing the G samples and dividing by the number of samples since speed is
the summation of G values and is the area under the Time-G curve.
Braking runs and header information:
Braking runs only show the necessary header information. There is no need to change the
default values for Weight, Smooth Factor, Altitude, Temperature, Wind, Humidity, Barometric
pressure, Station Pressure, Drag, FlatPlate or % HP loss for a Brake test. Only horsepower
and torque are affected by these variables.
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See Also:
suspension settle time
VC4000 Settings

6.5

Ribbon Tabs and Dialogs
This section provides a reference to the individual controls in the dialogs accessed in the
Ribbon Toolbar.
Only dialogs that need explaining are documented
Please note that although this reference is quite complete, only dialogs that really need
explaining are documented. For example, we assume that you can figure out what menu
entries like Save and Save As do for yourself.
This also applies to simple dialogs whose functions are explained elsewhere. Some of
these dialogs are listed, but only with references to the relevant topics in the Procedures
sections.

6.5.1

The Workspace
The Profile 5 window is divided into two main areas: The Ribbon Toolbar and the Work Area.

The Ribbon Toolbar
Profile's functions are accessed primarily through the Ribbon Toolbar (or Ribbon for
short). It is divided into tabs that group functions according to tasks.
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The Work Area
The work area is where you will spend most of your time bringing up runs, analyzing data,
making reports and looking at graphs. The Run data, display average and reports are
shown here, along with any dialog messages and settings dialogs.

6.5.2

The Home tab
This tab has the Clipboard and Layout tools, as well as the Help button. The help button is
also found in the upper right corner of the program.
Clipboard Group
Text - Click on the icons for Cut, Copy and Paste of text into any field that has a text field.
Objects - It can also be used to Copy a graph or other objects to the clipboard and then
Pasted into other applications.
Layout Group
Tools for manipulating the windows open in the work area, closing all windows and switching
to a specific window.
Help
Brings up this help file.
Runway Friction
Group shows only when a RFM4000 or RFM4000X is used. Opens a runway friction report.
See Runway Friction Report for details.

6.5.3

The VC4000 tab
This tab has controls for interfacing with the VC4000. Here is where you will import data, set
the VC4000 internal settings and check sensor functionality.
Import Group
Connection Manager - Only needed if the VC4000 will not communicate with Profile using
Import or VC4000 Setup. See Connection Manager for more information.
Import Serial Manager - Imports test data from the VC4000 through either the USB port,
Bluetooth connection or RS232 port. See Importing From VC4000 for more information.
Import SD Card Manager - Imports test data stored on the SD Card from a VC4000. Insert
the SD card into your computers SD Card reader then use this manager just like the Import
Serial Manager. See Importing From SD Card for more information.
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Listen For Export Manager - Used for sending data wirelessly from the VC4000 to Profile
while the computer is unattended, but can be used with a wired connection also. See Listen
For Export Manager for more information.

VC4000 Setup
Use VC4000 Setup to configure your VC4000 from Profile. All the settings accessible from
the VC4000 keypad and more can be set using Profile's VC4000 Setup dialog. See VC4000
Setup for more information.

See Also:
Connection Manager
Importing From VC4000
Importing From SD Card
Listen For Export Manager
VC4000 Setup

6.5.4

The Graph tab
Use this ribbon bar for opening and working with a graph. These tools have no effect on the
graph tab of a Run Window.
Graph Runs Group
Choose the test file to open. Choose from an already open run or runs or select from disk.
Selected Run - Graph the Run that is open and selected.
New Run - Opens an Open dialog box where you can choose up to 8 runs to show on one
graph. Use the Shift and Ctrl keys on the keyboard to select more than one run.
Add Run - Once a graph is open another test can be added to the graph.
All Opened Runs - Graphs all the opened runs showing in the work area, up to 8 runs.
Tools Group
Graph Editor - Brings up dialog with many options for changing the graph look, exporting and
printing the graph. See Graph Editor for more information.
Range - Zoom in or out by typing in a beginning time and ending time. See Graph Zooming
and Scrolling for more information.
Cursors Group
OFF - Turns all graph cursors off.
Data - Turns on a single horizontal line cursor that can be moved with the mouse. When this
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cursor is on the data in the legend on the right of the graph is the instantaneous data where
the cursor is.
Average - Turns on two horizontal line cursors that can be moved with the mouse. Shows
the average of the area between the cursors of all the Y axes that are on. When these
cursors are on the data in the legend on the right of the graph is the average data between the
cursors.

See Also:
Basic Working Procedures - Graphing
Graph Editor

6.5.5

The Average tab
The average tab is used for generating a Display Average Report. Currently opened runs or
runs from disk can be used for the Report. See Display Average Report for more details.

Average Runs Group
Selected Run - Use the currently selected run that is open to create a new table.
Open Run - Open a new run or runs from disk to create a new table. Use the Shift key or
Ctrl key to select more than one run from the open dialog.
Add Run - Add a run to the open table.
All Opened Runs - Use every run that is presently open in the work area.

Show Report
Show Report - Displays a report after the runs are chosen and the data is configured how
you want it.

See Also:
Display Average Report
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The Tools tab
Several tools are available for creating tables, reports, displaying data and solving equations.

Tools Group
Display Average - Generate a Display Average Report. Currently opened runs or runs from
disk can be used for the Report. See Display Average Report for more details.
Quick Stats - Display a table of the end data from the currently selected run. See Quick
Stats Report for more detailed information.
Calc Average - Select any part of the run to get an average by typing in a beginning time and
ending time. See Calc Average Report for more detailed information.
Formulas - Solve equations used in Accident Investigation and other professions. See
Formulas for more detailed information.
Performance Group
Drag Calc - Calculate the frictional drag on a vehicle using a slight incline and Profile's
frictional drag calculator.
Flat Plate Calc - Calculate FlatPlate area (aerodynamic drag area) using a coast down test
and Profile's FlatPlate area calculator.
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Check for Updates
Checks the Vericom website for any available updates to Profile 5.

See Also:
Display Average Report
Quick Stats Report
Calc Average Report
Formulas
Drag coefficient calculations
Flatplate area calculations

6.5.7

The Reports tab
The Reports tab has three report types:
1. Drag Factor report
2. Delta-V Crash report
3. Runway Friction (RFM4000 only)

Drag Factor Report Group
With the Drag Factor report tool a detailed report can be quickly displayed a using 1 or more
tests. Click on the Reports tab then select an option from the Drag Factor group:

Selected Run - Use the currently selected run that is open to create a new table.
Open Run - Open a new run or runs from disc to create a new table. Use the Shift key or
Ctrl key to select more than one run from the open dialog.
Add Run - Add a run to the open table.
All Opened Runs - Use every run that is presently open.
A drag factor report will be generated for preview. This report can be printed or saved. Click
on the Print button to print directly to the printer, or click on the Page Setup button to adjust
margins, orientation, and other printer settings.
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Click on the Save button to choose the format to save in.

Several formats are available to save as, including Word, Excel, PDF, HTML and image files.

Delta-V Crash Report Group
Works most efficiently when used with the Crash mode of the VC4000, although it can be
used with acceleration, monitor or brake mode.
The Delta-V Crash report tool is used for creating a report of a test crash using either the
VC4000 internal accelerometers or external ones. It will calculate the cumulative delta
velocity, average acceleration and distance given a beginning time and ending time of the
incident. Click on the Reports tab then select an option from the Delta-V Crash group:
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Selected Run - Use the currently selected run that is open to create a new report.
Open Run - Open a new run from disc to create a new report.
A Delta-V Crash report will be generated for preview. This report can be printed or saved.
Click on the Print button to print directly to the printer, or click on the Page Setup button to
adjust margins, orientation, and other printer settings.

Click on the Save button to choose the format to save in.

Several formats are available to save as, including Word, Excel, PDF, HTML and image files.

Runway Friction
A runway friction report can be created when using the RFM4000 or RFM4000X model. It
shows an FAA approved summary of the runway tested and also details of each individual
test.
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To create the report click on the Runway Friction Report button from the Home Ribbon tab
or from the Reports Ribbon tab then New Runs button from the Runway Friction group.
Select a folder with data in it, select one run and click on the "Open" button. It will
automatically select all runs in that folder.
Page 1 of the Report tab shows the summary of the tests. Page 2 shows the data from each
test.

Tabs
Report tab:
Shows the report with a summary page and a details page with each test listed. FN is the
Friction Number for the individual test.
Runs tab:
Shows the individual tests that make up the report. To delete a run from the summary
tab, click the Runs tab and uncheck unwanted runs. It can be added back in at any time
by checking the run again.
Map tab:
Shows a Microsoft Bing map with markers of each test, if GPS is used. Click "Map Run"
to map it. Click one of the Snap Shot buttons to save the picture in the Report.
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Buttons on the Report tab
ReCalc:
Recalculates the report if tests have been added or deleted, and will update the map snap
shot in the report if changes have been made to it.
Export to Word:
Will export the report directly to Microsoft Word. It will open Word and duplicate the report
to a document. If Word is already open, it will append the report to the open document.
PDF Report:
Exports the report to a PDF file located in the folder shown in the Options/PDF Reports
tab. It will be named "RFM_Report-runway number.PDF. For example a report for
runway 17 will be named RFM_Report-17.PDF. This way your web site can have links to
multiple runways.

Printing and Saving the Report
To print a report click on the printer button in the quick access toolbar or in the report. An
alternative way to save the report is to use the save feature in the report window.

Several formats are available to save as, including Word, Excel, PDF, HTML and image
files.
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The Office Export tab
Run data and other reports can be exported directly to Microsoft Word or Excel.

Selected Run - Use the currently selected run that is open to create a report in Word or
Excel
New Run - Open a new run or runs from disk to create a report in Word or Excel. Use the
Shift key or Ctrl key to select more than one run from the open dialog.
All Opened Runs - Use every run that is presently open in the work area to create a report
in Word or Excel.
Display Average - Active when a Display Average window is active, will export the Display
Average report to MS Word or MS Excel.

See Also:
to MS Office for more information.

6.6

Saving Runs and Reports
Saving can be done in various locations within the program.
Saving Runs
Profile's native file format for saving data and run information to disk is .Run. Profile can store
files to other formats such as ASCII and Comma Separated Value, but it can only read back in
files saved to the native file format. The extension does not have to be .Run but it's less
confusing to keep the default file extension.
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From the Import manager - Set the Import Options so Save Format has Vericom (*.run)
checked. When the Import button is clicked it will save to all the formats checked

From the application button - To save an open run to the same file name use Save. Use
Save As to change the filename or to save to another format, such as .csv or .txt.

Files will be saved to disk in the format Runxxxx_<run type>.run, where xxxx is the file
number. ie: Run0001_Brake.run. Run types will be:
Accel - Acceleration tests
Brake - Brake tests
Monitor - Monitor tests
Saving Reports
Reports can be saved within the report window.
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Click on the Save button to choose the format to save in.

Several formats are available, including Word, Excel, PDF, HTML and image files.

Reports can be reopened in the report viewer only if they were saved to the .C1d or .C1dx
format. A report must be first generated to access the open report.

See Also:
Creating Reports
Exporting
Printing Runs and Reports

6.7

Printing Runs and Reports
Runs and Reports can be printed by using the quick print feature or by a print preview of a
report.
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Printing Runs
Run data can be printed two ways. First make sure the window you want to print is active.
1. Click the quick print button on the quick access toolbar or use the Applications button/Quick
Print to print to the default printer.
2. Click Print Preview to generate a report, then print or save the report. See Creating
Reports for more details.

When Print Preview is used a dialog box will show that prompts for the frequency and range
to print.

After the OK button is clicked the report will be generated. Inside the report are several tools,
one of which is a Print button.

Click the print button to print the report as shown.
Printing Reports
Once the report is generated it can be printed as shown by clicking on the Print button within
the report.
Drag Factor Report - Click on the Reports tab, select the runs using the Drag Factor
Group, then click Print.
Transit Report - Click on the Reports tab, select the runs using the Transit Group, then
click Print.
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Delta-V Crash Report - Click on the Reports tab, select the runs using the Delta-V Crash
Group, set the options, then click Print.
Display Average Report - Click on the Average tab, create the average table, click on
Show Report then click Print.
Quick Stats - Click on the Tools tab, click on Quick Stats, click on Print Preview then click
Print.
Calc Average - Click on the Tools tab, click on Calc Average, click on Print Preview then
click Print.
Runway Friction Report - Click on the Home tab, click on Runway Friction Report, select
the folder with runs in it, then click Print.

See Also:
Saving Runs and Reports

6.8

Installing and Updating
Installing
The install process will start automatically when the CD is put into the drive. If downloading
from the internet, run the setup file. It will guide you through the setup process.
Updating
To check for updates, Click on the Tools tab and click "Check for Updates", or open the
Program Options and click the Check for Profile Updates button, or click the windows start
button, navigate to the Vericom Computers/Profile 5 folder in "All Programs" and select
"Check for Updates".

Or, from our web site, go to the Profile support page and check for a newer version.
http://www.vericomcomputers.com/Support/Profile_Support.htm

6.9

VC4000 Setup
All of the 87 settings in the VC4000 can be modified and viewed using Profile 5. Even some
that are not available from the VC4000 keypad are available through Profile 5. It's much
easier to set them here to visually check all the settings.
Click on the VC4000 ribbon tab to show the VC4000 groups. Click on the VC4000 Setup
button from the VC4000 Group.
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The setup window will open and show all settings from the VC4000 if it is connected. Choose
a pre-configured setup from the list or change each setting individually.
Set Clock - Set the clock on the VC4000 to the same time as your PC.
Get Setup - Retrieve the settings from the VC4000, for example after making changes to the
setup window and you want to get back to the settings stored in the VC4000.
Send Setup - Send the updated setup to the VC4000.
Send Named - Send the list of Named Setups shown in the drop down box to the
VC4000DAQ. Up to 6 custom setups can be created by clicking on the Add button. Click the
Remove button to delete the shown custom setup. Click the Save button to save the current
configuration to the selected name.
These settings only affect the VC4000 and will not change the Program Options.
Each tab has several settings relevant to the tab title. See each tabs topic for a description of
the settings on that page.
To save the setup to one of the custom setup's, click Add. That new setup name will show
on the Named Setup list for future use.

See Also:
Connection Manager

6.9.1

Setup General
Select Setup
There are 5 Vericom defined setups and 6 user defined setups which can be saved in Profile,
then sent to the VC4000DAQ.
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Add: Name a new custom setup
Remove: Remove a custom setup by selecting the setup from the list then click the
Remove button
Save: Save to the current custom setup
Predefined setups
Factory Setup: Vericom Default setup.
Critical Speed Yaw: Defaults except; GPS on, GPS speed on, GPS set to port 1, OBDII
speed on high, OBDII set to port 2, G-Summation off, Yaw rate gyro on, compass on with
record.
Passenger Vehicle Brake: Defaults except; GPS on, GPS speed on, GPS set to port 1,
Sensor 1 on (for load cell), compass on with record.
Commercial Vehicle Brake: Defaults except; GPS on, GPS speed on, GPS set to port 1,
Sensor 1-5 on (for pressure sensors), compass on with record.
Commercial Vehicle Static: Defaults except; Sensor 1 & 2 on (for pressure sensors).
Settings defined
Units
Metric or English units can be displayed by the VC4000.
Vehicle I.D.
A 6 digit number identifying the vehicle. The I.D. will print on the thermal printer and will also
display in the vehicle field when imported to Profile.
Trigger
The VC4000 can be started by a countdown, by a G force threshold, by a sensor threshold or
by an external activation. When a sensor is set to start the run, one of three events may
trigger the start of a run: the G-threshold, the external activation or the sensor voltage
threshold. If you don't want the G-threshold to start the run, set it high, 1.000 G for example.
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Check the Countdown mode to activate the run after a countdown sequence. Regardless of
this setting, an external activation will start the test if the external switch happens before the
Trigger event.
Calculate Distance
The VC4000 will calculate the braking distance for an exact speed if the actual speed is within
5 mph of the target speed. 20 mph and 60 mph are common, but any speed can be used.
The distance is calculated assuming the vehicle was going exactly the target speed.
RS232 Ports
The VC4000DAQ has 3 RS232 serial ports. Each can be configured to communicate with:
Computer (Data Transfer)
Portable Thermal Printer
VSI (OBDII)
USB needs no setup. If USB is used all you have to do is make sure the computers USB
drivers from Vericom were installed the first time you plugged in the VC4000 to the computer.
See Serial Port Installation for details.
Data Transfer Port is for communicating with and importing data to Profile software. You
must have the RS232 to PC cable to import data from the VC4000's RS232 ports. 5 options
are available:
1. Off
2. Port 1
3. Port 2
4. Port 3
5. Bluetooth - See VC4000 manual for more information on setting up Bluetooth
communication.
Printer Port is for printing data from the VC4000 to the DPU414 portable thermal micro
printer. 4 options are available:
1. Off
2. Port 1
3. Port 2
4. Port 3
VSI (OBDII) Port is for communicating with the Vericom Vehicle Sensor Interface, VSI, to a
vehicles OBDII computer. 5 options are available:
1. Off
2. Port 1
3. Port 2
4. Port 3
5. CAN - This a a direct connection to the vehicle's CAN bus without the need for the VSI. A
custom cable from Vericom is required. The Vehicle must have a CAN compatible OBDII
interface. All US spec. vehicles made since 2008 have a CAN OBDII interface.
Analog Output
Choose the sensor to connect to the Analog Output port of the VC4000.
Longitudinal Accelerometer (Gx)
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Lateral Accelerometer (Gy)
Vertical Accelerometer (Gz)
Accelerometer Summation
Tachometer 1
Tachometer 2
Tachometer 3
Tachometer 4
Rate Gyro
Compass
Speed (Calculated from VC4000 accelerometers)
GPS Speed
User Type
Changing the user type changes the data that is displayed after a test and when runs are
selected from memory. In some cases it will change how the test starts and will change
other user settings.
Accident Reconstruction:
Display – Brake mode:
Reaction Time
Reaction Time distance
Elapsed Time
Speed
Distance
Avg. Gx
Avg. Gy
Peak Gx and the time it occurred
Peak ± Gy
G every 0.10 sec.
Display – Acceleration mode:
Time to programmed parameter
Speed to programmed parameter
Distance to programmed parameter
Avg. Gx
Transit:
Display – Brake mode:
Reaction Time
Reaction Time distance
Elapsed Time
Speed
Distance
Adjusted Distance to predetermined speed
Avg. Gx
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Avg. Gy
Peak Gx and the time it occurred
1st Peak Gx and the time it occurred under 0.75 seconds
Display – Acceleration mode:
Time to programmed parameter
Speed to programmed parameter
Distance to programmed parameter
Avg. Gx
OT - Rehab:
Does not zero the accelerometer before a run
Display – Brake mode:
Reaction Time
Reaction Time distance
Elapsed Time
Speed
Distance
Display – Acceleration mode:
Time to programmed parameter
Speed to programmed parameter
Distance to programmed parameter
Avg. Gx
General:
Display – Brake mode:
Reaction Time
Reaction Time distance
Elapsed Time
Speed
Distance
Adjusted Distance to predetermined speed
Avg. Gx
Avg. Gy
Peak Gx and the time it occurred
1st Peak Gx and the time it occurred under 0.75 seconds
Peak ± Gy
G every 0.10 sec
Display – Acceleration mode:
Time to programmed parameter
Speed to programmed parameter
Distance to programmed parameter
Waypoints
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Avg. Gx
Avg. Gy
Peak Gx at time, speed, distance
Peak Gy at time, speed, distance
Peak HP at time, speed, distance, torque, RPM
Click the "Send Setup" button to save the changes to the VC4000.

6.9.2

Setup Accelerometer
Settings defined
Zeroing On
Turn zeroing for the accelerometers on or off. When zeroing is turned off the VC4000
assumes a perfectly level surface. The accelerometers are normally zeroed for incline and
temperature changes, but in some cases that may not be desirable. For example if you
cannot come to a complete stop to push buttons before the test.
G Summation
Summation of the acceleration vectors means taking 2 or 3 acceleration values from different
angles and calculating the vector sum. Once the vector sum is calculated it is shown as "G"
instead of Gx, Gy and Gz if 3D summation is on.
"X" turns the summation off and uses only the X axis accelerometer for calculations, and the
Y and Z axes are independent from it.
"X+Y" (2D) summation uses the X and Y axes to calculate a vector sum. This vector sum is
then the new acceleration, "G". The Z axis is still monitored and stored. Use 2D summation if
mounting the VC4000 flat and level but the X axis is not necessarily in line with the test
direction, such as on an angled windshield like on a split window bus, or on a curved
windshield where the VC4000 is mounted to one side. The VC4000 must be mounted with
the VC4000's front to back and side to side level with the road surface when using 2D
summation. Use the bubble levels if the surface is level.
"X+Y+Z" (3D) summation uses all 3 axes to calculate a vector sum. This vector sum is then
the new acceleration, "G". Use 3D summation when mounting the VC4000 at an angle to the
road surface, such as with the display tilted up or down from level.
Range
Set the accelerometers in the VC4000 to 2G or 6G range.
Sample Rate
Sample rate is how often the computer samples all the sensors. 100Hz means it samples
100 times per second, or once every 0.01 seconds. The VC4000 can be set to sample at 1,
10, 100, 500 or 1000Hz for acceleration or monitor modes. Braking mode is always set to
100Hz regardless of the sample rate setting. If 500Hz is chosen the number of extra sensors
that can be turned on is 13. If 1000Hz is chosen the number of extra sensors that can be
turned on is 5. The default is 100Hz which is appropriate for most testing. Use 500 or 1000
for crash testing and 1 or 10 for long term testing. The higher the sample rate the faster
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memory will fill up.
Graph Range
The G-X (longitudinal) and G-Y (lateral) axis range of the graphs on the VC4000 can be
changed to anything from 0.1 to 2.0. This range only affects the maximum range of the bar
graphs and friction circle in monitor G mode.
Vehicle Weight is the curb weight of the vehicle. Vehicle weight is used in horsepower and
torque calculations only. Brake tests are unaffected by vehicle weight.
G Factors
See Pitch and Roll Factors
G smoothing
See G Smoothing
Alarm Threshold
If the alarm thresholds are turned on, the VC4000 will beep when that threshold is reached.
Any number greater than 0.000 will turn the alarm on, and 0.000 turns the alarms off.
The Status Bar at the bottom shows the COM port and baud rate in use for communicating
with the VC4000 and Indicates the battery percent remaining when the "Get Setup" button is
clicked.
Click the "Send Setup" button to save the changes to the VC4000.

6.9.3

Setup Internal Sensors
This tab only appears on VC4000DAQ and RFM4000X models.
The extra sensors that are built into the VC4000DAQ and RFM4000X are a 10Hz GPS, a 360
degree Compass, two rate gyro's and two digital inputs. The VC4000DAQ also includes an
OBDII CAN interface and 4 tachometers.
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Settings defined
Compass
Off - Turns Compass off.
On - Turns Compass on but only records the start heading and end heading, shown on the
Header/Navigation tab.
On w/Record - Turns Compass on and records the start heading, end heading and heading
every sample period.
GPS Sensors
Speed - Record GPS speed every sample period (max 10Hz), record start and end GPS
speed and GPS coordinates shown on the Header/Navigation tab.
Location - Record GPS longitude and latitude every sample period up to 10Hz
Altitude - Record GPS altitude every sample period up to 10Hz.
GPS distance is calculated if GPS speed is turned on with acceleration tests and monitor
mode, not brake tests. GPS distance is calculated two different ways:
Acceleration tests - GPS distance is calculated from GPS speed. This is more accurate on
short tests, less than 30 seconds
Monitor tests - GPS distance is calculated from GPS coordinates. This is more accurate
on long tests.
Brake tests - GPS distance is turned off because the distance calculations are not as
accurate as calculating from accelerometer data. The sample frequency under 100Hz is
too slow to calculate accurate distance. This is true of ALL GPS devices, not just ours.
Digital Input
Records the status of each digital input every sample period.
Gyro's
Yaw Angular Rate Gyro - Turns on the Yaw rate gyro and records it every sample period.
Pitch Angular Rate Gyro - Turns on the Pitch rate gyro, records it every sample period and
automatically compensates for vehicle pitch if Pitch factor is set to "Auto".
Click the "Send Setup" button to save the changes to the VC4000.

See Also:
Sensor Scaling
Sensor Setup
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Setup Analog Sensors
This tab only appears on VC4000DAQ models.
Sensors 1 - 12 are the analog sensors that are connected to the VC4000DAQ or the junction
box. Click the "ON" check box next to the sensor you want to turn on. Click the "Zero Adj"
check box if you want to zero the reading when the VC4000DAQ zero adjusts its
accelerometers. The scaling and names will be sent to the VC4000DAQ when 'Send Setup'
is used. Now that the sensors are scaled, the VC4000DAQ saves this scaling on every test
and imports it with the data so it's not necessary to set the Options/Sensor Defaults. VC4000
sensor scaling overrides Options/Sensor Defaults.
Zero Adjusting sensors should only be used for accelerometers, rate gyros or similar
sensors. Other sensors that the units range is balanced above and below zero may also use
zero Adj, so long as the values are supposed to be zero when the VC4000 calibrates them.
Sensors that have a units range from 0 to a positive number should not be calibrated.

Sensor Trigger
To turn the sensor trigger on set the Sensor number to 1 - 12 and set a voltage. Only one of
the external sensors can be used to start a run. When a sensor is set to start the run, one of
three events may trigger the start of a run: the G-threshold, the external activation switch input
or the sensor voltage threshold. If you don't want the G-threshold to start the run, set it high,
0.700 G for example. Set the sensor number to 0 to disable the external sensor threshold as
a trigger. If the sensor should trigger when the voltage is less than the trigger voltage, check
the "Less Than" checkbox.
If you have accidentally turned Zero on for a sensor that was supposed have 0 for the units
low range, use the negative of the high units range for the low units range. For example in the
case of a 300lb load cell use -300 for the low units range and 300 for the high.
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See Also:
Sensor Scaling
Sensor Setup

6.9.5

Setup GPS
This tab only appears on the VC4000PC and RFM4000 models.
The VC4000 automatically recognizes when the GPS receiver is plugged into RS232 port 1,
and will store the GPS position at the beginning of the test and at the end of the test and
Speed every 1/100th of a second. But GPS will only update speed every 1/5th second.
Check GPS location to store the GPS longitude and latitude every sample period up to 5Hz.
Check GPS Altitude to store the altitude.

Settings defined
GPS Sensors
Speed - Record GPS speed every sample period (max 5Hz), record start and end GPS
speed and GPS coordinates shown on the Header/Navigation tab.
Location - Record GPS longitude and latitude every sample period up to 5Hz
Altitude - Record GPS altitude every sample period up to 5Hz.
GPS distance is calculated if GPS speed is turned on with acceleration tests and monitor
mode, not brake tests. GPS distance is calculated two different ways:
Acceleration tests - GPS distance is calculated from GPS speed. This is more accurate on
short tests, less than 30 seconds
Monitor tests - GPS distance is calculated from GPS coordinates. This is more accurate
on long tests.
Brake tests - GPS distance is turned off because the distance calculations are not as
accurate as calculating from accelerometer data. The sample frequency under 100Hz is
too slow to calculate accurate distance. This is true of ALL GPS devices, not just ours.

6.9.6

Setup OBDII
The OBDII sensors to monitor from the VC4000 can be turned on here. OBDII has a relatively
slow update rate, most are only able to achieve 20Hz with only one sensor monitored. When
more sensors are turned on the update slows considerably. For instance if speed is the only
OBDII sensor turned on and at high scan rate, and the vehicle is capable of updating at 20Hz,
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when a second sensor is turned on the update rate for each sensor will be about 10Hz. This
is a limit of the vehicles OBDII computer, not the VC4000 or the VSI.

Settings defined
OBDII Port
First, you must select the port on the VC4000 to communicate with the Vehicle Sensor
Interface (VSI) and the cars OBDII computer. Click on the General tab to choose the port.
Set to CAN to use the direct cable connection from the VC4000 CAN port to the vehicle's CAN
compatible OBDII connector.
OBDII Delay Time
Sets the number of milliseconds that the VC4000 will delay before sending the next request
for OBDII data. Normally this delay is set to 10 milliseconds but some vehicles require a
longer delay to function correctly. If the OBDII timeout count (Monitor OBD Mode) increments,
either a non-supported OBDII parameter is being monitored or this delay needs to be
increased.
CLEAR all to OFF
Sets all OBDII monitoring OFF.
Scan Rate
Sets the rate of how often the OBDII sensors are read. The more sensors that are turned on,
the slower the update rate of all the OBDII sensors. The is due to the vehicles slow update
rate of the OBDII interface. So if you are monitoring slowly changing sensors, such as
temperature, use Mid or Slow scan rate so the quickly changing sensors are scanned more
often.
OFF Turns OBDII monitoring OFF for the selected parameter.
HIGH Turns OBDII monitoring ON with scanning set at the highest rate for the selected
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parameter. Use for fast changing parameters like RPM and vehicle speed.
MID Turns OBDII monitoring ON with scanning set at middle rate for the selected
parameter. This rate scans at the HIGH rate divided by 32.
SLOW Turns OBDII monitoring ON with scanning set at slowest rate for the selected
parameter. This rate scans at the HIGH rate divided by 128. Use this setting for slow
changing parameters like temperature.
Click the "Send Setup" button to save the changes to the VC4000.

6.9.7

Setup Performance
Settings defined
Vehicle Weight
The curb weight of the vehicle. Vehicle weight is used in horsepower and torque calculations
only. Brake tests are unaffected by vehicle weight.
Tachometer
Turn each of the tachometers on by checking the ON checkbox. Tachometer 1 is used for
engine RPM and is the tachometer used in torque and gear ratio calculations. Set the Tach
Factor from 1 to 99. The Tach Factor represents the number of signals the tachometer gets
in 2 revolutions of the engine. If no tachometer is used but the OBDII is connected to the
VC4000DAQ and the engine speed is turned on, Profile will use the OBDII engine speed
information to calculate torque and gear ratio.
Roll-out Distance
The distance the vehicle must travel before the timer, speed and distance start in the
VC4000. At a drag strip for instance the roll-out is generally about 12 inches if you shallow
stage. By using the roll-out distance, the VC4000 time and the drag strip time will match
more closely. The VC4000 actually logs all the data, even before the roll-out distance so it
can send that information to Profile, but the VC4000 recalculates the time from the roll-out
distance. Profile has its own roll-out distance calculation in Quick Stats Report.

6.9.8

Setup Airport Info
This tab only shows if a RFM4000 or RFM4000X is used.
Setup for the specific airport.
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Settings defined
Airport Name
Generally the 3 letter airport designator. This will appear in the report.
Run Time
The time the RFM4000 will record data for in a braking test. For instance, if the Run Time is
set to 1.0 second the RFM4000 will start when the G threshold is broken and stop after
sampling for 1 second, which is 100 samples. When the Run Time is set to anything other
than 0, the RFM4000 assumes you will not be coming to a complete stop and will not
calculate speed or distance. Profile will calculate speed and distance when viewing the
individual run, but they will not be accurate because you did not come to a complete stop.
RFM Mode
Normally electronic decelerometers use average acceleration for the friction number of
runways and taxiways but the RFM4000 has a setting where it will use the peak acceleration
to be compatible with old mechanical devices. Note that on ice peak may be two or more
times higher than average.
Surfaces
Choose the Surface types and runway numbers. If taxiway is chosen then create a Name
instead of a number.
Operator Name
The names of the persons performing the tests. Up to 50 users and ID's can be stored in the
RFM4000. If the operator has an ID number, type it here. Otherwise leave it blank.
Click the "Send Setup" button to save the changes to the RFM4000.

6.10

VC4000 Settings
The settings show how the VC4000 was setup for each run. This tab is mostly for
reference, but some values may be changed. Suspension Settle time, Pitch and Roll Factor
and Smoothing factors may be changed to finely adjust the data.
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The original values are not editable. They are the values the VC4000 had when the run was
performed. The Trigger box shows how the VC4000 started, with a G Force threshold,
external switch, countdown mode or one of the sensors. If a sensor started the run, it will
display the sensor number and the voltage that triggered it. If the sensor was set to trigger
when the voltage was less than the threshold voltage, then the "Less Than" check box would
be checked. If it was set to trigger when the voltage was greater than the threshold, then the
check box would not be checked.
G Summation - Changing it will change the Gx value and therefore will change the calculated
values for average acceleration, speed and distance. If the test were performed with G
summation set to the wrong setting, it can be corrected here.

Brake runs only show the necessary information for brake runs, no rollout distance.
Acceleration and monitor runs show only the necessary information for acceleration runs, no
settle time.
Tab 2
Gyro and Compass smoothing and GPS smoothing on the second tab of VC4000 Settings
can be changed:
Gyro and Compass smoothing - Smooth the noise that is commonly associated with these
sensors.
GPS Speed Smooth - Intelligently interpolates GPS speed based on the 5Hz or 10Hz data.
GPS distance is calculated from GPS speed, therefore when the GPS speed is smoothed the
GPS calculated distance is more accurate.
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Other settings on the second tab are not editable, only showing how the VC4000 was set
during that test.

The sensors that were turned on will have a check mark. If it was set to calibrate the sensor,
that check box will be checked.
If VC4000DAQ sensors were turned on, Alternate Accelerometer group is shown. Used for
crash testing, pick external accelerometers as the main accelerometers bypassing the
internal ones. Now Gx, Gy and Gz will be same data as the external accelerometers. When
these are used ALL data and calculations are based from the external accelerometers
instead of the internal ones. See Delta-V Crash report

Settings that can be changed on the VC4000 Settings tab:
Pitch, Roll and Gz factor
G smoothing factors
Settle time (brake mode only)
G Summation
Gyro and Compass smoothing
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GPS smoothing

6.10.1 G Smoothing
Smoothing is used to eliminate some of the vibration associated with vehicle testing.
Smooth factors from 0 to 99 may be entered. The smooth factors affect the VC4000
calculations very little. The G data sent to Profile is the raw data before smoothing and
Profile uses the VC4000's smooth factor by default, but can be changed for more or less
smoothing effect. See VC4000 Settings to change the smooth factor.
When G summation of X+Y or X+Y+Z is used, change the summation smooth factors to the
same value.
The green line is a smooth factor of 3 and the blue line has no smoothing.

6.10.2 Pitch and Roll Factors
The Pitch and Roll factors are used to compensate for the component of gravity introduced
when the vehicle pitches front to back or rolls side to side. They are numbers that Profile
multiplies with G. By typing in 0.970 Profile will multiply every G value 0.970. By changing the
Pitch factor; G, distance, speed, horsepower and torque are affected. By changing the Roll
factor only Lateral G is affected. The VC4000 Pitch factor and Roll factor are passed to
Profile so the data will match. The VC4000DAQ and RFM4000X have a built in pitch rate gyro
and can measure the pitch and compensate automatically.
VC4000DAQ and RFM4000X:
Generally Pitch factor should be "Auto" and Roll factor should be 1 (0.970). The VC4000DAQ
and RFM4000X uses its internal pitch rate gyro to measure vehicle pitch and automatically
adjust the pitch factor. See the VC4000DAQ manual for instructions on using the Pitch rate
gyro to measure vehicle pitch. All VC4000DAQ and RFM4000X sold since 12/1/2010 have
firmware 2.00 or higher and include the pitch rate gyro.
VC4000PC and RFM4000:
Generally Pitch and Roll factor should be 1 (0.970) for most vehicles. The Pitch factor may
need to be adjusted if vehicle is an experimental or a non highway vehicle such as rail cars or
boats or for low friction surfaces like ice when the average G is less than 0.250 G. For
example when brake testing on ice the Pitch factor in the VC4000 should be set to 0 (multiply
by 1.000), not the default 1 (multiply by 0.970). This is because the suspension tilt is
minimum if any. Also for vehicles with a short wheel base and long suspension travel, such
as short SUV's, may need a more aggressive pitch factor applied.
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Typical values:
Auto - VC4000DAQ and RFM4000X only - Automatically adjust pitch factor using pitch rate
gyro
1.000 - Vehicles with no suspension and no pitch or low acceleration tests such as on ice
0.985 - Sports cars with tight suspension and little pitch
0.970 - Typical small, mid and full size cars and trucks
0.960 - Short wheelbase SUV's with long suspension
<0.960 - experimental vehicles or watercraft with much pitch

6.10.3 Suspension Settle time
Suspension Settle time is calculated in the VC4000. It is the time it takes for the suspension
to unload after the vehicle stops. It looks for changes in the curve and intelligently
calculates where the vehicle actually stopped. Sometimes it is impossible to calculate the
suspension settle time and therefore the VC4000 will use a default of 0.20 seconds. Also
sometimes it will miscalculate the settle time because of an abnormal curve. Look at the
graph to determine if the settle time is close if you question it. If it looks wrong, click on the
VC4000 Settings tab for the run and change it to where you think it should be. Look for where
the curve changes to a steep angle.
Average G is affected very little or not at all, speed is affected a little and distance is affected
the most by changes in suspension settle time.
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RFM Mode
This section is for use when the program is in Runway Friction Meter mode. Airports who
have a RFM4000 or RFM4000X will find the most used functions here.
When a RFM4000 or RFM4000X is connected Profile will change some of it's available tabs
and groups for applicable Runway Friction functions.

RFM Mode Unique features
A new Report is available specific to Runway Friction Testing
Home tab adds Runway Friction Report button
Reports tab only shows Runway Friction group
Options adds a new tab called PDF Reports to set the auto saved PDF file folder
RFM4000 Setup adds Airport Info tab and eliminates unused tabs
Run window adds a tab called Airport Info
Listen for Export manager will automatically save a PDF Runway Friction report

7.1

RFM4000 Setup
All of the settings in the RFM4000 can be modified and viewed using Profile 5. Even some
that are not available from the RFM4000 keypad are available through Profile 5. It's much
easier to set them here to visually check all the settings.
Click on the RFM4000 ribbon tab to show the RFM4000 groups. Click on the RFM4000 Setup
button from the RFM4000 Group.

The setup window will open and show all settings from the RFM4000 if it is connected.
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Set Clock - Set the clock on the RFM4000 to the same time as your PC.
Get Setup - Retrieve the settings from the RFM4000, for example after making changes to
the setup window and you want to get back to the settings stored in the RFM4000.
Send Setup - Send the updated setup to the RFM4000.
RFM4000 Setup
Use the Airport Info tab to set the Airport Name, Surfaces and Operators. Use the Sensors
tab to turn on various sensors. Then Send Setup to RFM4000.

7.1.1

Setup General
Settings defined:
Units
Metric or English units can be displayed by the RFM4000.
Vehicle I.D.
A 6 digit number identifying the vehicle. The I.D. will print on the thermal printer and will also
display in the vehicle field when imported to Profile.
Trigger
The RFM4000 is started by a G force threshold. The default is 0.200 but in extremely icy
conditions it may be necessary to set it lower.
RS232 Ports
The RFM4000X has 3 RS232 serial ports. Each can be configured to communicate with:
Computer (Data Transfer)
Portable Thermal Printer
The wireless modems can be used on any RS232 port for Data Transfer or Printer.
The RFM4000 has only one RS232 port and can be used for Data Transfer, Printer or GPS.
By default Data transfer is set to Bluetooth and Printer is set to Port 1.
USB needs no setup. If USB is used all you have to do is make sure the computers USB
drivers from Vericom were installed the first time you plugged in the RFM4000 to the
computer. See Serial Port Installation for details.
Data Transfer Port is for communicating with and importing data to Profile software. You
must have the RS232 to PC cable to import data from the RFM4000's RS232 ports. 5
options are available:
1. Off
2. Port 1
3. Port 2
4. Port 3
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5. Bluetooth - See RFM4000 manual for more information on setting up Bluetooth
communication.
Printer Port is for printing data from the RFM4000 to the DPU414 portable thermal micro
printer. 4 options are available:
1. Off
2. Port 1
3. Port 2
4. Port 3
Click the "Send Setup" button to save the changes to the RFM4000.

7.1.2

Setup Accelerometer
Zeroing On
Turn zeroing for the accelerometers on or off. When zeroing is turned off the RFM4000
assumes a perfectly level surface. The accelerometers are normally zeroed for incline and
temperature changes, but in some cases that may not be desirable. For example if you
cannot come to a complete stop to push buttons before the test.
G Summation
Summation of the acceleration vectors means taking 2 or 3 acceleration values from different
angles and calculating the vector sum. Once the vector sum is calculated it is shown as "G"
instead of Gx, Gy and Gz.

Summation OFF

o
RFM4000 mounted flat and level testing direction in line with
the X axis
o
Uses X axis only for calculations
Summation 2D (XY)o
RFM4000 mounted flat and level
o
Uses the summation of X and Y vectors for G and
calculations
o
"G" is the summation of X Y vectors
o
"Gz" is the vertical axis
Summation 3D
o
RFM4000 mounted at any angle
(XYZ)
o
Uses the summation of X Y and Z vectors for calculations
o
"G" is the summation of X Y Z vectors
G Factors
See Pitch and Roll Factors
G smoothing
See G Smoothing
Graph Range
The G-X (longitudinal) and G-Y (lateral) axis range of the graphs on the RFM4000 can be
changed to anything from 0.1 to 2.0. This range only affects the maximum range of the bar
graphs and friction circle in monitor G mode.
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Setup Internal Sensors
This tab will only show if a RFM4000X is used. Here you will set the Compass, Yaw Rate
gyro and Temperature sensors.
GPS Sensors
Speed - Record GPS speed every sample period (max 10Hz), record start and end GPS
speed and GPS coordinates shown on the Header/Navigation tab.

Compass
Off - Turns Compass off.
On - Turns Compass on but only records the start heading and end heading, shown on the
Header/Navigation tab.
On w/Record - Turns Compass on and records the start heading, end heading and heading
every 1/100th of a second.

Temperature Sensors
Air - Turns on analog sensor Port 1 for the Ambient air temperature sensor
Surface - Turns on analog sensor Port 7 for the infrared temperature sensor

Yaw Angular Rate Gyro
The gyro must be turned on to use the automated run cancellation feature. If the vehicle yaws
by more than 45 degrees during the test period the run is automatically canceled.

7.1.4

Setup Airport Info
Setup for the specific airport.
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Settings defined
Airport Name
Generally the 3 letter airport designator. This will appear in the report.
Run Time
The time the RFM4000 will record data for in a braking test. For instance, if the Run Time is
set to 1.0 second the RFM4000 will start when the G threshold is broken and stop after
sampling for 1 second, which is 100 samples. When the Run Time is set to anything other
than 0, the RFM4000 assumes you will not be coming to a complete stop and will not
calculate speed or distance. Profile will calculate speed and distance when viewing the
individual run, but they will not be accurate because you did not come to a complete stop.
RFM Mode
Normally electronic decelerometers use average acceleration for the friction number of
runways and taxiways but the RFM4000 has a setting where it will use the peak acceleration
to be compatible with old mechanical devices. Note that on ice peak may be two or more
times higher than average.
Surfaces
Choose the Surface types and runway numbers. If taxiway is chosen then create a Name
instead of a number.
Operator Name
The names of the persons performing the tests. Up to 50 users and ID's can be stored in the
RFM4000. If the operator has an ID number, type it here. Otherwise leave it blank.
Click the "Send Setup" button to save the changes to the RFM4000.

7.2

Importing Data
There are 3 ways to import data.
Import from Serial connection
Import from SD Card
Listen for Export
Import Serial Manager
When the Import Runs button is pushed it will create a new folder each time it is used. The
import folder is automatically created in the folder shown on the Import Folder tab and named
with the current date and time. For example if the folder were created on December 19, 2010
at 04 seconds after 2:43pm, the folder would be named "VCRuns-121910-1443'04". See
Importing From VC4000 for details on Serial port Importing.
Import SD Card Manager
When the Import Runs button is pushed Profile will place the files in the folder shown on the
Import Folder tab. See Importing From SD Card for details on SD Card importing.
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Listen for Export
It is intended for sending data wirelessly from the RFM4000 to Profile while the computer is
unattended, but can be used with a wired connection also. See Listen for Export.

7.3

Listen for Export
This feature is intended for sending data wirelessly from the RFM4000 to Profile while the
computer is unattended, but can be used with a wired connection also.
To send data to the PC using the Listen for Export feature:
1.
2.
3.
4.

On the RFM4000 tab click Listen for Export.
A connection will be established. See connection manager.
Press the Select Run key on the RFM4000 keypad.
Select "Export Runs to PC".

Profile will:
Create a new folder each time "Export Runs to PC" is used. See Importing From VC4000
for details.
Import the data into the newly created folder.
Create a report with the new data.
Save the report as a PDF file in the folder shown in the Options/PDF Reports tab.
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The data will be transferred to Profile where it will save the test runs in a folder inside the
Import Folder and name it with the current date and time. For example if the folder were
created on December 19, 2010 at 04 seconds after 2:43pm, the folder would be named
"VCRuns-121910-1443'04".

7.4

Runway Friction Report
A runway friction report can be created when using the RFM4000 or RFM4000X model. It
shows an FAA approved summary of the runway tested and also details of each individual
test.
To create the report click on the Runway Friction Report button from the Home Ribbon tab
or from the Reports Ribbon tab then New Runs button from the Runway Friction group.
Select a folder with data in it, select one run and click on the "Open" button. It will
automatically select all runs in that folder.
Page 1 of the Report tab shows the summary of the tests. Page 2 shows the data from each
test.
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Tabs
Report tab:
Shows the report with a summary page and a details page with each test listed. FN is the
Friction Number for the individual test.
Runs tab:
Shows the individual tests that make up the report. To delete a run from the summary
tab, click the Runs tab and uncheck unwanted runs. It can be added back in at any time
by checking the run again.
Map tab:
Shows a Microsoft Bing map with markers of each test, if GPS is used. Click "Map Run"
to map it. Click one of the Snap Shot buttons to save the picture in the Report.

Buttons on the Report tab
ReCalc:
Recalculates the report if tests have been added or deleted, and will update the map snap
shot in the report if changes have been made to it.
Export to Word:
Will export the report directly to Microsoft Word. It will open Word and duplicate the report
to a document. If Word is already open, it will append the report to the open document.
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PDF Report:
Exports the report to a PDF file located in the folder shown in the Options/PDF Reports
tab. It will be named "RFM_Report-runway number.PDF. For example a report for
runway 17 will be named RFM_Report-17.PDF. This way your web site can have links to
multiple runways.

Printing and Saving the Report
To print a report click on the printer button in the quick access toolbar or in the report. An
alternative way to save the report is to use the save feature in the report window.

Several formats are available to save as, including Word, Excel, PDF, HTML and image
files.

7.5

RFM Run Window
The Run window is one of the individual tests that make up the report. A run (test) can be
opened by clicking on the Open folder on the quick access toolbar or from the application
button on the upper left of the program. It is the same run window as all Vericom products
except it adds a Airport Info tab. See The Run Window for details. When the RFM4000 is
used an extra tab is shown called the "Airport Info" tab
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Airport Info tab

This tab shows details of the airport, operator and runway of the individual run. The friction
number is the friction from that single test. The RFM Mode shows which mode the RFM4000
was in, Average or Peak, during the test.
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Serial Port Installation
These sections guide you through installing the VC4000 USB driver and Bluetooth installation.

8.1

USB Serial Port Installation
These USB drivers work with Windows XP/Vista/7/8. When Profile 5 is installed the installer
will also install the digitally signed USB drivers. When the VC4000 is plugged into the USB
port for the first time Windows will finish the USB Virtual COM port driver installation.

The VC4000 will show in the device manager as a virtual serial port.
If USB drivers did not get installed during Profile 5 installation
Download and run this installer: http://www.vericomcomputers.com/Support/Downloads/
VC4000_USB_Driver_Setup.exe. It will install the USB drivers to your computer.
If that does not work, try following these steps.
If you have the Profile installation CD, put it in the CD drive. If the Profile installation starts,
click Cancel.
Turn on and connect the VC4000 to a USB port on your PC. This will launch the Windows
Found New Hardware Wizard. If there is no available Internet connection or Windows XP is
configured to ask before connecting to Windows Update, the screen below is shown. Select
"No, not this time" from the options available and then click "Next" to proceed with the
installation.
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Select "Install the software automatically (Recommended)" and click "Next".

Wait while Windows installs the drivers.
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Once the driver is installed, the following window appears:

Select Finish.
Once the installation of the serial port has completed you may confirm that the installation has
been successful by looking under Device Manager of the System Properties screen. Note that
the VC4000 must still be connected to view the new USB serial port. The device should have
installed as VC4000 Virtual COM Port (COMx).
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Once the installation is complete, you will not have to re-install the drivers unless you have
catastrophic problems with your computer and need to re-install other drivers. The new
communications Port only appears when the VC4000 is attached to the USB port.
When using the USB port you may have to first find which COM port is assigned to the USB
Serial Port. You may have to set the COM port in Profile before trying to import the data. In
the above example, you would set the COM port in the Connection Manager to COM4.
Normally setting the COM port in Profile to "Auto" works, but in some cases you may have to
set it manually.
To change the virtual COM port properties double click the Communications Port. This
allows you to change the COM port which is assigned to the VC4000.
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Select Port Settings then click on the Advanced button and then change the COM port by
selecting the menu via the down arrow.

Click the drop down arrow on COM Port Number and scroll to the required COM port. Select
OK. Please ensure that you do not select a COM port which is in use.
If Profile gives error messages when trying to import, see TroubleShooting for troubleshooting
tips. If this does not help, uninstall the drivers and try again. If a question mark appears next
to the "USB serial port" or in "other devices" in the Device Manager see Reinstall USB drivers
for Profile.

See Also:
USB Serial Port Uninstall
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Reinstall USB drivers for Profile
Force USB drivers for Profile

8.2

USB Serial Port Uninstall
Uninstall of USB drivers
Plug in the VC4000 USB port to the Computer.
Open the Device Manager
o For Windows XP, open the System Properties from the control panel. Click on the
Hardware tab, then the Device Manager button.
Click on the + next to "Ports (COM & LPT)

Select the Communications Port created when the VC4000 was plugged in. You can unplug
the VC4000 to see which one goes away, then plug it back in.
Push the Delete key on your keyboard.
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Click the OK button to remove it.
The next time the VC4000 is plugged in your computer will recognize new hardware and
install the drivers for it. Please use the VC4000 USB drivers found on our website, VC4000
USB Drivers

See Also:
USB Serial Port Installation
Reinstall USB drivers for Profile
Force USB drivers for Profile

8.3

Reinstall USB drivers for Profile
Sometimes Windows will not load the drivers for the VC4000 USB port correctly. If this
happens the device manager will list USB serial port under Other Devices with an
exclamation on it.
There are 4 ways to reinstall the USB drivers for the VC4000
1. Reinstall Profile 5 using the latest version from our website, which will install the digitally
signed USB drivers for the VC4000. Profile 5 Setup
2. Run the VC4000 USB port installer VC4000 USB driver install
3. Uninstall the current drivers, see USB Serial Port Uninstall, then reinstall. To reinstall, see
USB Serial Port Installation.
4. Reinstall the drivers using the control panel to find the drivers and reinstall them. Follow
the directions below:

Turn the VC4000 on and plug in the USB cable to the computer and the VC4000. Please
have the Profile CD or the USB driver downloaded from our web site, VC4000 USB Driver
Install
For Windows XP, open the System Properties from the control panel. Click on the Hardware
tab, then the Device Manager button. For other versions open the Device Manager.
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Double click on the device with a question mark or exclamation point on it, usually under
"Other devices". If the USB Serial Port is already listed under "Ports" and Profile will not
communicate with the VC4000 and you have tried the TroubleShooting section, see Force
USB drivers for Profile.

Click on the Driver tab, then the Update Driver... button.
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Select: "Install from a list or specific location (Advanced)", then click Next >.

If you are loading the drivers from the Profile Setup CD, select "Search removable media..."
Then click Next >.
If you are loading the drivers from the file unzipped from the web site downloads page, select
"Include this location in the search:" and browse to the temporary folder where you unzipped
the USB drivers files to. Then click Next >.
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Your computer will install the drivers. When it is finished, click Finish.

It is now safe to delete the unzipped driver files saved in the temporary folder if you
downloaded the drivers from the web site.

See Also:
USB Serial Port Installation
USB Serial Port Uninstall
Force USB drivers for Profile
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Force USB drivers for Profile
In some cases similar drivers to Vericom's may already be on your computer. There are
other devices that use the same hardware as we use and similar drivers, such as USB to
RS232 converters. When you plug in the VC4000 for the first time and Windows detects new
hardware it may use the wrong drivers instead of showing the hardware wizard and giving the
option to pick the driver location to choose from. When this happens, follow the steps below.
Turn the VC4000 on and plug in the USB cable to the computer and the VC4000. You must
have the Profile CD or the USB drivers downloaded from our web site to a temporary folder.
For Windows XP, open the System Properties from the control panel. Click on the Hardware
tab, then the Device Manager button. For other versions open the Device Manager.

Click on the + next to the Ports (COM and LPT) to view the ports on your computer. Double
click on the Communications Port (COMx) created when the VC4000 is connected.
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Click on the Driver tab, then the Update Driver... button.
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Select: "Install from a list or specific location (Advanced)", then click Next >.

Select: "Don't search. I will choose the driver to install." Then click Next >.

Click on the Have Disk... button.
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If you have the Profile CD, put it in the CD drive and select the CD drive. If you downloaded
the USB drivers from our web site, unzip them to a temporary folder and choose that folder in
the drop down box. Then click OK.

Select the Communication Port then click Next >.
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Click Finish.

It is now safe to delete the unzipped driver files saved in the temporary folder if you
downloaded the drivers from the web site.

See Also:
USB Serial Port Installation
USB Serial Port Uninstall
Reinstall USB drivers for Profile
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Bluetooth Installation
Bluetooth is a wireless communication connection. The VC4000DAQ has Bluetooth
communication built in. In order to use Bluetooth to import data to Profile your computer must
have Bluetooth communication. Many portable computers have it built in. If your computer
does not have it built in, USB to Bluetooth converters are available from most electronic
retailers.
The range of the VC4000 Bluetooth connection is about 350 Meters, but will be limited to the
range of your computers Bluetooth connection. The VC4000DAQ MUST have Data Transfer
set to Bluetooth in Setup to work, which is the default. If a USB connection is available the
VC4000 will use that, there is no setting for USB Data Transfer . Only one VC4000 should be
powered on within proximity of the Bluetooth enabled computer.
To set the VC4000 to send data via Bluetooth:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

From the "READY" screen press the
key
Select Setup
Select RS232 Port
Select Data Transfer
Select Bluetooth
Press CLEAR / NO until the READY screen shows

To install the USB to Bluetooth converter:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

If computer has built in Bluetooth skip to step 4.
Plug the converter into a USB port
Follow the manufacturers procedure to install drivers
Turn the VC4000 on
Click on the Bluetooth icon on the Windows taskbar

5.

Click on Add new device. Click the check box for "My device is set up and ready to be
found" then click Next
6. After it finds devices, double click on "VC4000 New device"
7. Click on the radio button labeled "Use passkey found in the documentation", and enter
0000 in the box.
8. Click on Next >. Windows will install drivers for it
9. Look at and remember or write down the Outgoing COM port number
10. Click on Finish
11. In Profile, set the COM port number to the Outgoing COM port of the Bluetooth
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connection, or use 'Auto' and click the

button

The wireless connection will stay active until the VC4000 is shut off or until the computers
Bluetooth connection is terminated. Import data to Profile as usual.
Bluetooth is slower than USB. Long delays may occur when using Bluetooth so be patient
when importing using Profile and Bluetooth communication.
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Trouble Shooting
This section shows some problems and solutions for common problems.
Mapping Problems

You must be connected to the internet to map the GPS coordinates.
The Program takes a long time load

Profile 5 includes Gecko which is a layout engine used by browsers and other
applications. Profile uses Gecko for the Formulas layout. Gecko loads at start up and
takes some time to load.
Profile will take a long time to load on first run also because it has to do some
compiling the first time it is run.
Program not showing some data

The user type may be set to the wrong setting for your application. See VC4000
Setup.

9.1

Troubleshooting Import
Error message "No VC4000 Found" or "Could not communicate with VC4000"
or "COMx could not be opened" or "Output buffer too small for block"

a) Wrong COM Port selected. Go to the Connection Manager and select Auto or the
correct COM port, usually the last one in the list if using USB.
b) USB COM port not showing in the Connection Manager. Unplug USB cable, plug
USB cable in again.
c) VC4000 USB drivers are not installed. See USB Serial Port Installation.
d) VC4000 USB drivers did not load properly. Unplug USB cable, plug USB cable in
again.
e) The VC4000 is not turned on or is unplugged.
f) The USB port drivers are not loaded yet. Wait about 5 seconds after plugging the
VC4000 in and turning it on before attempting to import.
g) The port number for the virtual serial port has changed. Use Connection Manager
and select Auto or the correct COM port, usually the last one in the list if using USB.
h) Wrong Bluetooth port used. Use the "Outgoing" port.
i) Bluetooth connection not active anymore. Remove your VC4000 device from the
Bluetooth devices list, then add your VC4000 to your computer again.
j) PDA synchronization or other software such as "Hot Sync" is running and controlling
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the serial port. Close all communication software and try again.
k) USB serial converter drivers not installed correctly. The latest drivers are available
in the downloads section of our web site. Unplug the VC4000. Uninstall the USB
drivers (USB Serial Port Uninstall). Plug the VC4000 USB port in again and follow
the installation procedure USB Serial Port installation.
l) Windows XP used USB drivers from another device. Follow the instructions in
Force USB drivers for Profile.
m)Open Control Panel/System/Device Manager and check COM ports. "VC4000
Virtual COM Port (COMx)" should be listed. If it is not, check 'Other Devices' and
reinstall drivers if USB serial port has a question mark.
Some G values are not realistic after importing

a) There was a communication problem between the VC4000 and Profile.
b) Turn on FIFO buffers for the COM port using the Device Manager in Windows.
Resetting the COM port to Defaults is the easiest way.
Error message "ie_Hardware - hardware not present"

a) The Com Port is locked or in use by another device. Disable the other device or try
another Com Port.
b) The Com Port doesn't exist in the computer. Select a different Com Port.
c) The driver software for the port is not present. Reinstall the port software.
d) The resources (address space and interrupt) in BIOS must match that of windows.
To check BIOS settings enter SETUP when the computer first boots up.
Error message "ie_Open - device already open"

a) The Com Port is locked or in use by another device. Disable the other device or try
another Com Port.
b) Profile or another program opened the Com Port but didn't close it. Exit Profile and
restart it. This should reset the Port. You may have to restart your computer in
some cases.
Other error messages

Exit and restart Profile. This usually clears the Port and resets it.
Error message "Access violation" when importing or "File not found" when
opening Options

The registry has corrupt information for the Profile program. Open the registry editor
(Start, Run..., type regedit and hit OK). Browse to HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software
\Vericom\Profile5. Delete the whole key. Close the registry editor. NOTE: backup
registry first. Vericom is not responsible if you mess up the registry! Run the Profile
program again. It will create a new key with default values.
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Troubleshooting Exports
Export to MS Office Problems
Has error message or nothing happens when exporting using MS Office
buttons

You are using a non-compatible version of MS Office. Version XP or higher is required.
Formatting is wrong

In some cases you will have to manually format the text and graphics in Word
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Frequently Asked Questions
This section covers some problems that are frequently encountered by users of Help &
Manual. The questions are organized by category and where necessary links are provided to
relevant sections of the help.

10.1

General Questions
Why is the data still in the VC4000 after importing?

The data is copied to the computer, not moved. This is in case you have trouble with
the import, you won't lose your data. You must manually clear the data in the VC4000
using the VC4000 keypad.
The GPS was connected and turned on but I have no GPS speed?

The speed checkbox in the VC4000 Setup/GPS must be checked or the VC4000 will
only store the beginning the ending coordinates. Starting with firmware version 1.50
when GPS is plugged in speed is turned on automatically.

10.2

Importing Questions
I get an error message that says could not communicate with the VC4000

If you are using USB you may have to set the port manually instead of Auto. See
Troubleshooting Import for more information.
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